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Dear Colleagues:

Welcome to the 1984 Annual Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. In addition to a variety of panels, workshops, and round-table discussions, this year’s program includes several sessions that focus specifically on the program theme, *The Politics of Crime and Criminal Justice*. Three plenary sessions are also included.

Registration, an employment exchange, exhibits, and a message center are centrally located in the Palmer House Lower Exhibition Hall. Papers presented at the meeting and information on ACJS are also available in this area.

Several social activities have also been planned including a cash bar on Tuesday evening, a reception on Wednesday evening, and an awards banquet on Friday. A dinner at the well-known Serbian restaurant, Miomir’s, and a number of tours are also available. Check with the ACJS staff at the registration desk for more information on these activities.

Please check with one of the ACJS hosts if you have any questions about the program or need additional information about the hotel or Chicago. Local ACJS hosts can be identified by the green name tags.

Finally, the 1984 ACJS Program Committee would like to thank you for participating in this year’s program.
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"THE POLITICS OF CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE"

Tuesday, March 27, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  ACJS Executive Board Meeting
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.  Registration
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Workshop—"The Problem Police Employee"
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Employment Exchange
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Exhibits Open
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.  Tour—Criminal Courts and Jail Complex
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.  No Host Reception

12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. Panels

1. Philosophy, Law, and Justice: Implications for the Development of Crime Theory (Roger C. Barnes)
2. Special Issues in Community Law Enforcement (James Kane)
3. Assessing Contemporary Juvenile Justice (Troy Armstrong)
4. Quantitative Studies of Criminal Justice Phenomena (William Davidson)
5. Pretrial Release (Chris Eskridge)
6. Old Legal Issues Revived (Larry K. Gaines)
7. Criminal Justice, Politics, and Social Control (Dae H. Chang)
8. Elements of the Death Penalty Debate (William L. Selke)
9. Correctional Rehabilitation Counseling and Training (Steven Cox)
10. Roundtable: The Transition from College to a Career Within the Criminal Justice System, or So You Have a Degree in Criminal Justice, Now What? (Thomas J. Doyle and Bob DeLucia)
NEW BOOKS

Fieldguide to Criminal Justice Internships
by Gordon & McBride

The Juvenile Offender and the Law, 3rd Edition
by Paul H. Hahn

Major Criminal Justice Systems In the World:
An Introduction by Richard J. Terrill

Research on the Propensity for Crime at Different Ages
by Adolphe Quetelet (trans. by Sawyer Sylvester)
100 pp. $9.95 Hardbound ISBN 0-87084-749-X

Biology, Crime and Ethics:
A Study of Biological Explanations of Criminal Behavior by Katz & Marsh

Criminal Justice:
A Community Relations Approach by Charles P. McDowell

Critical Issues in Criminal Investigation
by Michael J. Palmiotto
130 pp. $9.95 Paperbound ISBN 0-932930-64-6 Pilgrimage

Computers for Criminal Justice Administration and Management
by Archambeault & Archambeault
120 pp. $10.95 Paperbound ISBN 0-932930-65-4 Pilgrimage

Legal Issues in Criminal Justice:
The Courts by Lefman, Edwards & Bell

Insanity and Incompetence:
Case Studies in Forensic Psychology by Levitt & Lester

anderson publishing co.
criminal justice division/dept. D
646 main st., cincinnati, ohio 45202 513 421-4142
2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.      Panels

    (Dean J. Spader)
12. Policing the Streets: Officer Attitudes, Values and
    Motivation (Peter Horne)
13. The Perception of Risk of Criminal Sanctions: Implications for Deterrence
    (Raymond Paternoster)
14. Correctional Education and Library Services
    (Eddyth P. Fortune)
15. Future Directions of Criminal Justice Education
    (Ken Venters)
16. Minorities in Criminal Justice: Problems and
    Perspectives (Mary Twitty)
17. Developments in Parole and Community Corrections
    (John Lombardi)
18. Current Trends in Abortion and Sex Offense Statutes
    (Richard Martin)
20. Issues in Criminal Justice Education I (Mike Carlie)

4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.      Panels

21. The Role of the Police in the Courts of India, England, and Germany
    (Richter H. Moore, Jr.)
22. Legal, Judicial, and Administration History
    (Cathleen Burnett)
23. The Politics of Police Arrest Behavior (Steven Edwards)
24. Strategies for Criminal Justice Research (David Hayeslip)
25. Judicial Intervention in Institutional Corrections
    (Norman Greenberg)
27. Courts and Corrections (Richard Frey)
28. Contemporary Correctional Architecture
    (Randy Atlas)
29. Trends in Violent Crime (Peter Kratcoski)
30. Problem Areas in Criminal Justice Professions
    (James E. Hendricks)

Wednesday, March 28, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.     Registration
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.     Employment Exchange
8:30 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.     Workshop—Neighborhood History
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.     Exhibits Open
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.    Tour of Chicago
10:00 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.    Workshop—Application of the Computer in Criminal Justice Education
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.    Aerobic Exercise
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 3E
Joseph Senna/Larry Siegel

Balanced coverage of the practical, legal, and sociological aspects of criminal justice. Includes new topics such as changes in the insanity defense, biocriminology and psychological orientations, victims and victimology, exclusionary rule, etc.

CRIME AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA: THE HUMAN DIMENSION
Harold J. Vetter/Leonard Territo

Presents the criminal justice system and process as a human activity. Brief cases, current news articles, and a special "Issue Paper" feature examining a current issue in CJ add depth and bring the human aspect to life. Victimology is discussed in Ch. 17, Victims of Crime.

CRIMINAL LAW
Joel Samaha

Incorporates a historical perspective in the discussion of basic principles of criminal law. Includes 73 cases plus current issues, e.g. criminal homicide, economic necessity as a defense, etc.

CRIMINOLOGY
Larry Siegel

Balanced overview of criminology, covering basic concepts, theories, and types of crimes. "Pros" and "cons" of controversial issues and the various approaches to the study of crime causation are objectively presented.

Reserve your examination copy now!
1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m. Workshop - "Mentoring for Criminal Justice Professionals"

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Plenary Session - James Stewart, Director, National Institute of Justice

6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Participants' Reception

8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m. Panels

32. Coping With Criminal Justice Occupational Roles (Leonard Miller)
33. A Cross-section: Issues and Directions in Criminal Justice (Robert Murillo)
34. Sentencing Purpose, Practices, and Guidelines (Kay Knapp)
35. Legal and Criminological Considerations in Security (Charles Chastain)
36. Control in the Prison Community (Nancy E. Schafer)
37. Social Ecology, Social Organization, and Delinquency (Jeffrey Fagan)
38. Roundtable: New Techniques in Criminal Investigative Photography (Paul Wohlfeil)
39. Evaluation of Correctional Interventions (Vicki Schneider)

 Anything that stinks, even the least bit, can be found!

Search Dog Training
by Sandy Bryson

How to train a police dog in the modern state-of-the-art methods of finding lost persons, fleeing felons, and evidence, (drugs, explosives, etc.)—anything that has any odor, however faint. All this is described in detail, with actual cases, in this new book. Topics include: selecting a puppy, breeds, training methods, care of search dogs, transportation, cooperation of laymen and police, legal aspects, records, sample forms, etc. $12.50.

New, innovative teaching tool for courses in criminal justice, *Human Relations & Police Work* utilizes a case study approach—a powerful vehicle for challenge and stimulation!

- 49 realistic situations representing recurring and serious problems routinely faced by police officers.
- Fascinating exploration of the seven most frequently encountered areas of conflict in law enforcement.
- Encourages decision-making through analysis of readable, contemporary cases.

**Forthcoming Titles in Criminal Justice from Waveland Press**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Braswell</td>
<td><em>Cases in Corrections, 2/E</em></td>
<td>July 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Fletcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Miller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth C. Haas</td>
<td><em>Correctional Controversies: A Book of Readings</em></td>
<td>July 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey P. Alpert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imogene L. Moyer</td>
<td><em>The Changing Roles of Women in the Criminal Justice System: Offenders, Victims, and Professionals</em></td>
<td>January 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence F. Travis, III</td>
<td><em>Probation, Parole, and Community Corrections: A Reader</em></td>
<td>January 1985</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you would like complimentary review copies for possible course adoption, stop by Booth #3 or write to us including the following information: 1) course; 2) annual enrollment; 3) current textbook; 4) next date for textbook reconsideration.

**Waveland Press, Inc. P.O. Box 400 Prospect Heights, IL 60070 (312) 634-0081**
The Police and Domestic Violence (Martin Meagher)
Public Concerns and Criminal Justice Issues (Steve Dillingham)

10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. Panels

Politics and Criminal Justice in International Perspective (Joel Rosch)
Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice: The Courts (B. Grant Stack)
Strengthening the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Ethics in the Governance of the Professional Organization (Richter Moore, Jr.)
Reinterpreting Correctional History (James L. Tanner)
Sex Roles and Criminal Courts (James L. Massey)
Correctional Administration (Thomas Ellsworth)
Roundtable: Self-reported Delinquency Data: Their Validity and Reliability Cross-culturally (Louis Beck)
Roundtable: Transcendental Meditation—An Effective Approach to Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation (P. Ray Kedea)
Studies of Delinquency (Linda J. O’Daniel)
The Politics of Criminal Justice Reform (Lawrence Travis, III)

12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. Panels

Potpourri: Things I’ve Wanted to Say (or Publish) But Which Nobody Wanted to Hear (or Read) (Gerald Rigby)
Issues in Criminal Justice Professions (Peter Horne)
Technical and Operational Applications in Law Enforcement (Ernie Hernandez)
Witchcraft: Then and Now (E. William Monter)
Innovative Treatment of Juvenile Offenders (Vincent Hoffman)
New Avenues in Sentencing Research (Edward Green)
Contemporary Criminological Research: Crimes and Processes (Ben Menke)
Issues in Criminal Procedures (Robert E. Bagby)
Methodological Developments in Juvenile Justice (Mary Jeanette Hageman)
Police Training and Education (William Parker)

2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m. Panels

Experimentation in Law Enforcement (William Geller)
Student Session I: Issues in Corrections (Sloan Letman)
Strengthening the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: Developing and Using ACJS Human Resources (ACJS Past Presidents and Board Members)
Capital Offenses and Capital Punishment (Arthur Clagett)
Roundtable: Community Colleges in Chicagoland: How Criminal Justice Programs Are Meeting the Challenges of the Future (Elizabeth Sebuck)
Issues in Criminal Justice Administration (John Hewitt)
Crime and Justice During the Progressive Era (John D. Hewitt)
Correctional Overcrowding: Its Consequences and Governmental Response (Marvin Zalman)
FORTHCOMING:

Fred E. Inbau, James R. Thompson, James B. Zagel & James P. Manak
**CRIMINAL LAW AND ITS ADMINISTRATION, 4th**
(for courses combining criminal law & procedure)
June 1984

Rollin M. Perkins & Ronald N. Boyce
Cases & Materials on **CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE, 6th**
March 1984

RECENT ADDITIONS—OTHER FAVORITES:

Fred E. Inbau, James R. Thompson & Andre A. Moenssens
Cases & Comments on **CRIMINAL LAW, 3rd**
(for courses fully devoted to substantive criminal law)
1983

John Kaplan & Jerome H. Skolnick
**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**
Teacher's Manual

Introductory Cases & Materials, 3rd

Nicholas N. Kittrie & Elyce H. Zenoff
**SANCTIONS, SENTENCING AND CORRECTIONS**
Teacher's Manual

Law, Practice and Policy

V. A. Leonard & Harry W. More
**POLICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT, 6th**
Instructor's Manual

Frank W. Miller, Robert O. Dawson, George E. Dix & Raymond I. Parnas
Cases & Materials on **CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION, 2nd**
1982

Available in two word-for-word, soft-cover reprints:

**THE POLICE FUNCTION, 3rd**
Chapters 1-10

**PROSECUTION AND ADJUDICATION, 2nd**
Chapters 11-26

Rollin M. Perkins & Ronald N. Boyce
**CRIMINAL LAW, 3rd**
(all text, for courses on substantive criminal law)
1982

Walter J. Wadlington, Charles H. Whitebread & Samuel M. Davis
Cases on Materials on **CHILDREN IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM**
1983

Teacher's Manual

Lloyd L. Weinreb
**LEADING CONSTITUTIONAL CASES ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE**
(annual and cumulative, soft-cover)
1983

Charles H. Whitebread
**CRIMINAL PROCEDURE**
An Analysis of Constitutional Cases and Concepts (text)
1982


Visit our display or write:
THE FOUNDATION PRESS, INC.
College Department
170 Old Country Road, Mineola, New York 11501
70. Assessing Juvenile Justice Policy (Robert J. Mutchnick)
71. Theorizing Across Cultures (William G. Archambeault)
72. Handgun Violence: Some New Perspectives (Chester Kulis)

4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m. Panels

73. Plea Bargaining (Harold B. Schramm)
74. Roundtable: Publishing Criminology and Criminal Justice Books (Michael Braswell)
75. White Collar Crime: Parameters of the Problem (Donald Scott)
76. Student Session II. Issues in Criminal Justice (Sloan Letman)
77. Treatment Strategies in Community Supervision (Donald Boyd)
78. Roundtable: Criminal Justice Training: Opportunity or Trap? (Robert Mendelsohn)
79. Comparative Criminal Justice. Essence and Procedures in U.S. and in Some International Areas (Jouffroy-Lucien Radel)
80. Contemporary Themes in the Administration of Justice (Gene Stephens)
81. Determinants of Criminality: Biological, Moral, and Environmental Conditions (James Adamitis)
82. Expert and Special Witness Testimony in Criminal Court (Martin Kaplan)
83. Special Issues in Police Personnel Administration (William Tafoya)

Thursday, March 29, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m. Workshop - "Blacks in the Correctional System"
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Registration
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Employment Exchange
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Exhibits Open
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Tour of Chicago's Museums
10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. Plenary Session - "Organized Crime in Chicago"
10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. Workshop - "Affirmative Action and Minorities in Criminal Justice"
10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. Workshop - "Information Clinic"
12:00 p.m. ACJS Run - Lake Front
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Aerobic Exercise
FOUR NEW CRIMINAL JUSTICE TEXTS

1. CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN AMERICA: Process and Issues,
   Second Edition
   Peter Kratcoski, Kent State University
   Donald Walker, Kent State University

   This second edition of a very successful text for the first course in criminal justice presents the most up-to-date and systematic treatment of the components of the criminal justice process and the critical issues surrounding each process. Special chapters on juvenile justice, ethical issues, cross-cultural comparisons, and future trends in criminal justice make this one of the most complete introductions to the field now available.

   Random House March 1984 512 pages hardcover, Order Code: 5555 (text)
   5556 (text)

2. CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION, Third Edition
   Charles R. Swanson, Jr., University of Georgia
   Neil C. Chamelin, Police Standards and Training Commission
   Leonard Territo, University of South Florida

   This bestselling standard text for courses in criminal investigation is now updated and revised. The text is organized to follow the actual chronology of an investigation, allowing students to see the relationship and importance of various sequences and learn who has responsibility at each stage.

   Random House January 1984 512 pages hardcover, Order Code: 15741 (text)
   15742 (text)

3. THE COURTS, Fulcrum of the Justice System,
   Second Edition
   H. Ted Rubin, Institute for Court Management

   The second edition of this highly respected, clearly written text offers an unusually comprehensive presentation of state and local court systems.

   Random House October 1984 256 pages paperbound, Order Code: 1387-12

4. ORGANIZED CRIME: Crime Control vs. Civil Liberties
   Robert Rhodes, Edinboro State College

   Rhodes in-depth analysis of organized crime, his discussions of control and of the related civil liberties issues will be of great interest to criminal justice professionals as well as to college students.

   Random House January 1984 252 pages paperbound, Order Code: 33440A

For examination copies please write:

RANDOM HOUSE, INC.,
400 Hahn Road, Westminster, Maryland, 21157
1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.  Workshop — “Older Americans in Criminal Justice”
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.  Demonstration: Interactive Video Instruction in Criminal Justice
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.  Regional Meetings
7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Dinner at Miomir’s

8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.  Panels
84. Strengthening the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences: The Relationship of the Regional Associations to the Academy (William Wakefield)
85. Women in Prison (William Head)
86. Roundtable: Local News Reporting and the Crime Environment (Ralph Baker and Fred Meyer)
87. Citizen Participation in Criminal Justice Planning (Sandra Baxter Bennett)
88. Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice: Selected Topics (B. Grant Stitt)
89. Information Bazaar (Eileen Rowland)
90. Reconceptualizing Crime Theories (Finn-Aage Esbensen)
91. The Criminal Justice Student in Higher Education (Richard H. Martin)
92. Issues in Police Administration (David Farmer)
93. Dangerousness in Community Corrections (Todd Clear)

10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.  Panels
94. Workshop: Information Clinic (Sponsored by ACJS Library Committee, Marilyn Lutzker)
95. Workshop: Affirmative Action and Minorities in Criminal Justice (P. Ray Kedia)
96. Criminal Violence (Hugh D. Barlow)
97. New Directions for the Supreme Court: Illinois v. Gates (Michael Israel)
98. Appellate Court Review of Criminal Justice Processes (Warren R. Wade)
99. Community Crime Prevention (Richard R. Stevens)
100. Reform and the Police Organization (Gary Sykes)
102. Conceptual and Empirical Studies of Victimization (John Lombardi)

12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.  Panels
103. Law Enforcement and Community Concerns (Dorothy Rudoni)
104. Topics in Criminal Justice History (Frank Morn)
105. Strengthening the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences Editorial Board-Executive Board Relationships (Justice Quarterly: Editorial Board and ACJS Executive Board)
Eight reasons why You should apply:

$6,000 Per Year Tax-Free Scholarships
George J. Beto Chair—Visiting Distinguished Faculty Program
Computer Training and Experience with Criminal Justice Computer Packages
Library One-To-One Program which provides each student with a reference librarian throughout his/her studies
Assigned Office Space in the Center and 24-hour access
A Balanced Curriculum which emphasizes Criminology, Administration and Research
Opportunity for Paid Supervised Teaching Experience
On-going Faculty-Student Research

Requirements

Master’s Degree in Criminal Justice or a related field
GRE Score of 1000 or more (verbal + quantitative)
References which support the student’s ability to succeed in Doctoral studies

For Further Information:
Associate Dean—Graduate Studies
College of Criminal Justice
Sam Houston State University
Huntsville, Texas 77341
(409) 294-1641

Sam Houston State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
106. Women and the Administration of Justice: Issues, Strategies, and Programs (Janet Porter)
107. Defending the Autonomy of Criminal Justice Departments (Jim Adamitis)
108. The Serial Murder Phenomenon and the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program (Merlyn Moore)
109. Affirmative Action and Police Performance (Edith Flynn)
110. Response to Terrorism: Radical Versus Traditional Ideas (Robert W. Taylor)
111. Studies of Correctional Officers (David Kalinich)
112. Public Opinion, Jury Behavior, and Criminal Court Processes (Timothy J. Flanagan)
113. Decision Making in the Juvenile Justice System (Carl Pope)

2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m. Panels

114. Police Accountability (Samuel Walker)
115. Roundtable: Politics of Organized Research Centers in Universities (J. Price Foster)
116. Legislative Politics and the Criminal Law (Albert Melone)
117. Military Justice and Criminal Court Processes I (Gary D. Keveles)
118. Personnel Issues in Criminal Justice: Politics and Practices (Gerald Rigby)
119. Evaluation of Innovative Interventions in Criminal Justice (Mittie D. Southerland)
120. Roundtable: The New Police Corps (Larry R. Bassi)
121. Organizational and Political Constraints in Corrections (Erica Fairchild)
122. Violence and the Police Role (Allen E. Wagner)
123. Human Rights and the Criminal Justice Process (Ilya Zeldes)

4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m. Panels

124. The Policy Making Process in Criminal Justice (David Kalinich)
125. Intensive Supervision (Edward Latessa)
126. What Lessons from Comparisons? (Richard R. Bennett)
127. Military Justice and Criminal Court Processes II (Gary N. Keveles)
128. Probation and the Judicial Process (Joseph L. Rose)
129. Contemporary Issues in Criminal Justice Education (Charles Lindquist)
130. Ideological Issues in Criminal Justice Reform (Ronald Berkman)
131. The Experience of Incarceration (Ken Polky)
132. Court Administration: Issues and Attitudes (Charles R. Swanson)
133. Minority Recruitment and Employment in Policing (Greig Thomson)
Academic Press Announces:
A MAJOR NEW TEXT FOR A DYNAMIC FIELD

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

James A. Inciardi
University of Delaware
Charts, Graphs, and Tables
767 pages
200 Illustrations

Accompanied by:
STUDY GUIDE WITH READINGS
INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL
TEST BANK
TRANSPARENCY MASTERS

Published January 1984

To request an examination copy, please write to Academic Press, Inc., College Department, Orlando, Florida 32887

ACADEMIC PRESS
**Friday, March 30, 1984**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.</td>
<td>Committee Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Employment Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.</td>
<td>ACJS Executive Board Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.</td>
<td>Workshop — “Problems in Criminal Justice History”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.</td>
<td>Exhibits Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.</td>
<td>Plenary Session — Jerome Hall, 1984 ACJS Bruce Smith Sr., Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Awards Luncheon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>ACJS Business Meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>134.</td>
<td>State and Lower Federal Courts: Ideology and Policy (Mary Cornelis Porter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.</td>
<td>Ethical Issues and Problems in Criminal Court Processes (Frederick Elliston)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.</td>
<td>Politics and Reform in Correctional Organizations (Mary Q. Hawkes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.</td>
<td>Services for and Processing of Juvenile Offenders (Rose Mary Stanford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138.</td>
<td>Prison Populations and Prisoner Misconduct (Finn Hornum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.</td>
<td>Minority Recruitment in Law Enforcement: Problems and Trends (Philip Rhoades)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.</td>
<td>Roundtable: So You Want to Form an ACJS Section on CJ Education—Here's Your Opportunity: A Roundtable Exploring Needs, Resources, and Commitments (Bob Culbertson, Martin Greenberg, and Lawrence Travis, III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141.</td>
<td>Criminal Justice Decision-making in Israel (Donal E. J. McNamara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142.</td>
<td>Studies in Criminal Justice Decision Making (Lynne Goodstein)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143.</td>
<td>Current Issues in Criminal Investigations (Michael J. Palmiotto)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. Panels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144.</td>
<td>Historical Analyses of Correctional Institutions (Marilyn A. Chandler)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145.</td>
<td>People in the Community Corrections Process (Edward Farris)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146.</td>
<td>Workshop on the Politics of Prison Site Selection (Martin Gruberg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Authors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviant Behavior Second Edition</td>
<td>Alex Thio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Delinquency Third Edition</td>
<td>Ronald J. Waldron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Criminology of Deviant Women</td>
<td>Freda Adler, Rita James Simon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For adoption consideration, request examination copies from your regional Houghton Mifflin office.
147. Historical Considerations of the Police Role (John Conley)
148. Prosecutors and Defense Attorneys in Criminal Court (Gregg Barak)
149. The Politics of Crime Prevention (Dan Lewis)
150. Problems in Criminal Justice Education (J. Price Foster)
151. The Social Political Environment of Criminal Justice Reform (Margaret Platt Jendrek)
152. Field Studies of Youthful Crime (Paul J. Goldstein)

2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m. Panels

153. Women as Victims of Crime (Pat Gilmartin-Zena)
154. Conceptions and Misconceptions of Crime and Criminals (Shirleen Howard)
155. Punishment and Community Corrections (Chris Eskridge)
156. The Politics of Community Based Policing (Greig Thomson)
157. Issues in Criminal Justice Education II (Deanna Buckley)
158. Misdemeanor Court Processes (Michael Ban)
159. Ethnographic Studies of Crime and Substance Abuse (Paul J. Goldstein)
160. Spouse Abuse and Abuse of the Elderly (Linda B. Lengyel)
161. Variant Sexuality and Criminal Justice (Ransom Whittle and Lyle Shook)
162. Student Session III: Women, Crime, and Criminal Justice (Eddyth Fortune)
163. Criminal Justice Politics Also Affects Women (Clarice Feinman)
Exciting new texts from Harper & Row...

Available now

Gerald D. Robin

INTRODUCTION TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
Principles, Procedures, and Practice
Second Edition

The updated new edition of this text continues to reflect the latest developments in the criminal justice field as well as to offer the most comprehensive and well-balanced treatment available of the police, prosecution and the courts, and corrections. Now significantly revised and updated to include new material on Abscam, arson, deadly force by police, civil liability of police departments, the Guardian Angels, the Sherman Report, homosexual police, third-party searches, assembly-line justice, and more.


D. F. Gunderson & Robert Hopper

COMMUNICATION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Combining research and theory in communications with practical, real-world experience, this is the only communications text written with students of law enforcement specifically in mind.


To request examination copies, write to Suite 3D, Harper & Row, 10 East 53d Street, New York, N.Y. 10022. Please include course title, enrollment, and present text.
1984 PLenary Sessions

Wednesday, March 28, Grand Ballroom
"Criminal Justice Research in the 80's: A New Approach to Critical Problems"
James Stewart, Director
National Institute of Justice

Thursday, March 29, 10:00-12:00 p.m. — Grand Ballroom
Organized Crime in Chicago
A Panel Convened by Joseph Peterson
University of Illinois at Chicago
Participants: Gary Shapiro, The Chicago Strike Force
Matthew Rodriguez, Chicago Police Department
Patrick Healy, Chicago Crime Commission
Dan Webb, U.S. Attorney, Northern District of Illinois
Jeffrey Kent, Office of the Cook County States Attorney
Robert Weidrich, The Chicago Tribune

Friday, March 30, 11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. — Red Lacquer Room
"An Octogenarian’s Reflections on Criminal Law and Criminology”
Jerome Hall
1984 ACJS Bruce Smith Sr. Award
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
FACULTY

EPSON QX 10:
* Double Disk Drive
* 256 K
* RX Printer
* CRT Screen
* CP/M
* Valdox
* Micro Soft Basic
* Peach Text 5000

SPECIAL PRICES on Computer supplies, floppy disks, and all types of software programs. Discount prices on Franklin and Rainbow computers are also available.

REGISTER FOR
SPECIAL POLICENET
CREDIT CARD
* Pick up an application in your seminar packet or get one at our booth.

Come by booth 10
or telephone 1-800-824-788
Operator 355

Register your consulting specialty on the Policenet telecommunications network for national access

Regular $25.00

SPECIAL PRICE FOR ACJS REGISTRANTS:

$7.50 - 1st specialty
$3.00 -- Each Additional
(Show ACJS card)
Listings are free
with Policenet Membership

for further information write to:

THE POLICENET COMPANY
P.O. Box 225
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101
The Politics of Crime and Criminal Justice

1984 THEMATIC SESSIONS

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984

8:00 am – 9:50 am Crime and Punishment: Social and Political Influences (Bernard Headley)
8:00 am – 9:50 am Public Concerns and Criminal Justice Issues (Steve Dillingham)
10:00 am – 11:50 am Politics and Criminal Justice in International Perspective (Joel Rosch)
12:00 pm – 1:50 pm The Politics of Criminal Justice Reform (Lawrence Travis, III)

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984

8:00 am – 9:50 am Roundtable: Local News Reporting and the Crime Environment (Ralph Baker and Fred Meyer)
12:00 pm – 1:50 pm Law Enforcement and Community Concerns (Dorothy Rudoni)
2:00 pm – 3:50 pm Organizational and Political Constraints in Corrections (Erika Fairchild)
2:00 pm – 3:50 pm Police Accountability (Sam Walker)
2:00 pm – 3:50 pm Legislative Politics and the Criminal Law (Albert Melone)
4:00 pm – 5:50 pm The Policy Making Process in Criminal Justice (David Kalinich)
4:00 pm – 5:50 pm Ideological Issues in Criminal Justice Reform (Ronald Berkman)

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984

8:00 am – 9:50 am Politics and Reform in Correctional Organizations (Mary Hawkes)
10:00 am – 11:50 am Workshop on the Politics of Prison Site Selection (Martin Gruberg)
10:00 am – 11:50 am The Social Political Environment of Criminal Justice Reform (Margaret Platt Jendrek)
GRADUATE STUDY at the UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
Masters Degree in Criminal Justice

The University of South Florida offers a Masters program in Criminal Justice that is not for everyone, but it just might be right for YOU.

We offer an educational program that blends the practical street application of knowledge with theory and research. While others fight ice and snow, you could be in Florida in one of three tracks: Urban Law Enforcement Administration, Community Corrections, or Planning and Evaluation. Programs can also be tailored to students whose eventual goal is law school or doctoral work. The classes are small and include a sizeable enrollment of in-service professionals and minorities.

Graduation requires 33 hours with a thesis, or 35 hours with the non-thesis option. The Department also hosts active chapters of the American Criminal Justice Association and Alpha Phi Sigma. Our distinguished faculty offers a diverse and interdisciplinary approach to criminal justice education, with degrees and experience in psychology, sociology, education, law enforcement, corrections, and law.

USF is located in Tampa, on the central Gulf coast where beautiful beaches as well as other Florida attractions are close at hand. Career opportunities abound in the area as population trends dramatically move to the South.

For information contact: Dr. William Blount or Dr. Robert Taylor
Department of Criminal Justice
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620
Phone: (813) 974-2815

Graduate assistantships are available. (USF is an equal opportunity affirmative action institution.)
Alpha Phi Sigma
NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE HONOR SOCIETY
1984 CONVENTION AGENDA

Wednesday, March 28, 1984

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Registration - Lower Exhibit Hall
Informal Get-Together and Sightseeing

Thursday, March 29, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. Late Registration - Lower Exhibit Hall
9:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m. Business Meeting - Chicago Room
Roll Call
Reading of 1983 Meeting Minutes
National Officers' Reports

10:15 a.m. Break

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Guest Speakers - Gib Bruns, ACJS President
Pat DeLancey, ACJS
Executive Secretary

11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Lunch on Your Own

1:15 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Guest Speaker - U.S. Department of Justice
Nomination of 1984-1985 National Officers

3:30 p.m. Break

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Past Officers Awards Reception - Chicago Room

Friday, March 30, 1984

9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Chapter Development Session
Election of National Officers
New Officers' Acceptance Speeches
Outgoing President's Address

12:00 p.m. Lunch on Own

3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Alpha Phi Sigma Executive Committee Meeting
(old and new officers) - Chicago Room
Brooks/Col
Series in Criminal Justice
Henry Staat, Editor

Introductory Criminal Justice

The American System of Criminal Justice
3rd Edition
by George F. Cole
University of Connecticut

Administration of Justice
3rd Edition
by J. Norman Swaton and Loren M. rgan

The Criminal Justice Game
by Ralph E. Baker and Fred A. Meyer, Jr.
Ball State University

Criminology and Delinquency

Crim Victims
by Andrew Karmen
John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Crim and Justice: Issues and Ideas
by J. Phillip Jenkins
Pennsylvania State University

Delinquency and Juvenile Justice System
by Daniel Katkin, Drew Hyman, and John Kramer
Pennsylvania State University

Law Enforcement

Managing Police Organizations: Text and Cases
by David A. Tansik and James F. Elliott
University of Arizona

Courts, Criminal Law, and Constitutional Procedure

America's Courts and the Criminal Justice System
2nd Edition
by David W. Neubauer
University of New Orleans

Criminal Justice: Law and Politics
4th Edition
by George F. Cole
University of Connecticut

The Nature of Criminal Law
by Daniel Katkin
Pennsylvania State University

Criminal Justice and the American Constitution
by H. Frank Way
University of California, Riverside

Constitutional Law for Criminal Justice Professionals
by Irving J. Klein
John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Constitutional Criminal Procedure
by Thomas Marks
Stetson University
Timothy Reilly
University of South Florida

Corrections

Community Based Corrections
by Belinda R. McCarthy
University of Alabama, Birmingham
Bernard J. McCarthy
Jacksonville State University

Correctional Counseling and Treatment
by Peter C. Kratcoski
Kent State University

BROOKS/COLE Publishing Company
555 Abrego Street
Monterey, California 93940
You are cordially invited
to attend
the 1984
PARTICIPANTS' RECEPTION
to be held
March 28, 1984
from
6:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom
The Palmer House Hotel
Co-sponsored by
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
The University of Illinois-Chicago
The Midwestern Criminal Justice Association
Loyola University
Illinois State University
Criminologie
Directeur : Denis Szabo

Police 1984
Numéro réalisé par Jean-Paul Brodeur

L'Apport de la recherche criminologique à l'adaptation de la police aux fonctions de contrôle social et judiciaire telles que les conditions actuelles en fixent la pratique.

- D'importantes interrogations théoriques sur la signification même de l'action policière dans nos sociétés et des conditions (encore incertaines) d'une analyse plus pertinente de celle-ci devant les définitions changeantes de l'ordre public.

Vol. XVII, n° 1, 1984 130 p. 7,50$

Les Femmes et la justice pénale
Numéro réalisé par Louise Langelier-Biron et Renée Collette-Carrière

Les Femmes réclament à l'intérieur du système pénal une place qui soit mieux adaptée à leurs actes et plus conforme à leurs exigences de justice sociale.

Vol. XVI, n° 2, 1983 134 p. 7,50$

À paraître
La Dangerosité
EMOTIONAL FIRST AID
A Journal of Crisis Intervention

Editor-in-Chief: James L. Greenstone, Ed.D.
Senior Editor: Edward S. Rosenbluh, Ph.D.

Articles in EMOTIONAL FIRST AID will discuss such topics as:
- Control of physically violent individuals
- Techniques in managing suicide attempts, spouse abuse, and alcoholism
- Making crisis intervention referrals
- Basic intervention safety procedures

This new and innovative Journal, although designed for professionals from many areas of specialization, represents a distinct discipline in its own right. Its issues offer authoritative discussions on a wide range of topics, both theoretical and practical, related to crisis intervention. Topics covered include: controlling physical aggression during intervention; techniques in managing suicide attempts; grief due to loss; spouse abuse; and alcoholism; making crisis intervention-related referrals; client management in physical crisis; training and prevention techniques in crisis management; crisis intervention programs in both rural and urban areas, and more. The Journal also presents actual crisis intervention vignettes and discusses the techniques used by those professionals involved in them. Reviews of important new professional books related to topics of crisis intervention are a regular feature of this unique Journal. Published Quarterly. Sponsored by the American Academy of Crisis Interveners and the Southwestern Academy of Crisis Interveners.

Published Quarterly

Send to: BRUNNER/MAZEL Publishers, 19 Union Square W.,
New York, N.Y. 10003

Please enter my subscription to EMOTIONAL FIRST AID

Individual: 1 Year—$28.00
Institutional: 1 Year—$46.00

$__________________________ enclosed.

(Canada & Foreign please add $4.00 a year)
(or) Charge my ______________________________
American Express
Mastercard
Visa

Account #__________________________
Expires __________________________

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Signature
Publish or Law Enforcement News, the nation's pre-eminent newspaper in the criminal justice field, welcomes articles, commentaries and reviews from criminal justice educators and practitioners. Contributions are currently being sought in the following areas:

- General news articles on developments in policing and criminal justice, such as street-relevant research studies, new techniques and methods in the field, or trends in criminal justice education, to name a few.

- Commentaries for the newspaper's "Forum" section, a page of incisive opinions from a variety of observers, on a variety of topical criminal justice issues.

- Reviews of recently published books in the field.

Law Enforcement News can put your views in the hands of some of the most influential people in criminal justice. For further details as to style specifications and deadlines, write or call: Peter Dodenhoff, Editor, Law Enforcement News, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 444 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. Telephone: (212) 489-3592.

Facing crime and violence issues in Society . . . with FILMS and VIDEO from MTI Teleprograms Inc.

Since 1973, MTI has been the leader in providing quality educational and training media for criminal justice professionals. Our 400-plus film collection covers a wide range of topics from crime prevention to substance abuse to health and wellness to law enforcement training. Your MTI Account Executive can help you incorporate these award-winning titles into your existing programs.

Outstanding new releases include:

- After A Cop Kills
- Every Two Seconds: Why You'll Be A Victim Of Crime
- The Stress Management System
- The Parole Game
- On Any Street
- The Drug Information Series
- Going Straight

Write or call toll-free for a complete catalog:

MTI Teleprograms Inc. 3710 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, IL 60062 800/323-5776 In Illinois, Alaska, and Hawaii, call collect 312/291-9400.
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ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES

PROGRAM

THE PALMER HOUSE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MARCH 27 - 30, 1984

"THE POLITICS OF CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE"

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  ACJS Executive Board Meeting  Dearborn 3
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.  Registration  Lower Exhibit Hall
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Workshop

"The Problem Police Employee"

12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Employment Exchange  Lower Exhibit Hall
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Exhibits Open  Lower Exhibit Hall
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.  Tour—Criminal Courts and Jail Complex
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.  No Host Reception  Pool Promenade
Frontline Publications

If you're teaching or training police about POLICE COMPUTERS then you need one of our PUBLICATIONS

Police Handbook for Applying the Systems Approach and Computer Technology
by Ernie Hernandez, Jr., Ph.D.
231 pp. Illustrated, biblio. & references, November, 1982
Already becoming the standard reference book on police computer technology.
0-910657-00-9 (hardcover) . . $26.95 0-910657-01-7 (softcover) . . $19.95
Fast becoming the standard reference book on police computing—Over 1,000 sold to police and colleges.

Instructor's Course Guidebook and Lesson Plan (for Police Handbook)
by Ernie Hernandez, Jr.
85 pp., Illustrated, biblio. & references, June, 1983
Helpful to those who must teach about police computer technology—concepts and curriculum. Totally covers your syllabus and class topics.
0-910657-02-5 (softcover) . . $5.00
(if purchased separately; otherwise free to college faculty & instructors with purchase of Police Handbook)

Police Chief's Guide to Using Microcomputers
by Ernie Hernandez, Jr.
160 pp. Illustrated, November, 1983
This is the NEW definitive guide on the use of micros in police work.
0-910657-05-X (softcover) . . $16.95

Police Computer Bulletin (monthly). . . $50.00 per year
The new newsletter all about police computers. Over 450 police and college subscribers. Easy to understand, user-friendly, and always state-of-the-art.

Management Strategies for Coping with Computers
by Ernie Hernandez, Jr.
280 pp. (aprx.) Illustrated, biblio. & references, April, 1984
NEW—helpful to all managers regardless of type or size of business. Coming soon—publication discounts on early prepaid orders (10% off, free shipping).
0-910657-04-1 (hardcover) . . $29.95 0-910657-03-3 (softcover) . . $22.95

SEND ORDER TO:
FRONLINE PUBLICATIONS
P.O. BOX 1104, EL TORO, CALIFORNIA 92630
OR CALL (714) 837-6258
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 1

PARLOR A

PHILOSOPHY, LAW, AND JUSTICE:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRIME THEORY

Chair: ROGER C. BARNES, University of Texas at San Antonio

Papers:

1. "The Theoretical Implications of Sociological Criminology's Neglect of Law," ROGER C. BARNES, University of Texas at San Antonio

Discussant: GREGG BARAK, Aurora College

PANEL 2

PARLOR B

SPECIAL ISSUES IN COMMUNITY LAW ENFORCEMENT

Chair: JAMES KANE, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Papers:

1. "A Study of a Year of Sexual Assaults in Dayton," DARREL DEGRAW, Tennessee Institute, and TERRY POSEY, Dayton Police Department
2. "Attitudes of London Metropolitan Police Officers Toward the Practice of Police Cautioning of Juveniles," WILLIAM WAKEFIELD, DEBORAH CAULFIELD, and JAMES KANE, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Discussant: JAMES J. MCKENNA, JR., Villanova University
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Ph.D. Program in Criminal Justice

Theory and practice: the best of both worlds

The CUNY Ph.D. program gives students the theoretical background and research capability needed for leadership roles in criminal justice and university teaching and research positions. At the same time, our doctoral students have the unique opportunity to work with the largest and most sophisticated criminal justice agencies in the country.

In addition, the doctoral program in criminal justice offers a number of other significant advantages, including an internationally distinguished faculty drawn from John Jay College and other City University campuses, superb on- and off-campus research facilities, including John Jay's own library collection of more than 120,000 items, a variety of advanced computer systems, and access to the abundant resources of a wide range of criminal justice agencies found only in New York City.

A number of financial assistance programs are available to students in the Ph.D. program in criminal justice, including university scholarships, fellowships and adjunct teaching opportunities.

A bachelor's or master's degree in criminal justice or a related field with a strong demonstrated academic potential is required for admission.

For more information, contact:

Dean of Graduate Studies
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
444 West 56th Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 489-3967
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 3 PARLOR F

ASSESSING CONTEMPORARY JUVENILE JUSTICE

Chair: TROY L. ARMSTRONG, American Justice Institute

Papers:

1. “Violent Juvenile Offenders Transferred to Adult Court: How Did I Get Here, and Where Am I Going?” CARY J. RUDMAN, ELIOT HARTSTONE, and JEFFREY FAGAN, URSA Institute of San Francisco


Discussant: LARRY SIEGEL, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 4 PARLOR G

QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PHENOMENA

Chair: WILLIAM DAVIDSON, Michigan State University

Papers:

1. “Arrest Rates in the Early Teen and Adult Years,” DAVID F. GREENBURG and NANCY LARKIN, New York University

2. “Prison Recidivism: Models Arising from Properties of Residual Life Quantiles,” RAYMOND ELLERMANN, JAMES M. TIEN, and PASQUALE SULLO, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute


4. “Regression Models for Crime and Age Predictors,” DENNIS JAY WIECHMAN and JERRY KENDALL, University of Evansville, and RONALD P. BAE, Louisiana State University

Discussant: CHARLES WELLFORD, University of Maryland
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 5
PARLOR H

PRETRIAL RELEASE

Chair: CHRIS W. ESKRIDGE, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Papers:

1. “The Role of Pretrial Release in Advancing Methods and Systems of Community Based Corrections,” KATHY L. MCCLURE, Rock Island County Probation Department


Discussant: PATRICIA HARDYMAN, Rutgers University

PANEL 6

PDR 6

OLD LEGAL ISSUES REVIVED

Chair: LARRY K. GAINES, Eastern Kentucky University

Papers:

1. “Successful Rehabilitation: Implications for Criminal Jurisprudence,” JOHN A. BOZZA, Gannon University


3. “The ‘Death-Qualified Jury’ Dispute—Implications for the Criminal Justice System,” CHARLES CHASTAIN, University of Arkansas - Little Rock


Discussant: PAUL H. JOHNSON, Murray State University
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 7

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, POLITICS, AND SOCIAL CONTROL

Chair: DAE H. CHANG, Wichita State University

Papers:

1. "When Dissent is Deviance," GERALD R. GARRETT, University of Massachusetts at Boston; CAROL SUE HOLLAND, Troy State University-Europe; and ALICE SCHOTT, University of Arizona


3. "Subject to be announced," R. S. ROSE, University of Stockholm

4. "The Special Courts in the USSR," ILYA ZELDES, Criminal Justice Training Center, Pierre, SD

Discussant: OTWIN MARENIN, University of Baltimore

PANEL 8

ELEMENTS OF THE DEATH PENALTY DEBATE

Chair: WILLIAM L. SELKE, Indiana University

Papers:


3. "The People on Death Row Only Die Once But the Family Dies a Hundred Times," JOHN ORTZ SMYKLA, The University of Alabama

4. "Deterrence and the Death Penalty: A Time Series Analysis of the Five Most Active Execution States," SCOTT DECKER and CAROL H. KOHfeld, University of Missouri - St. Louis


Discussant: HAL PEPINSKY, Indiana University
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 9

CHICAGO ROOM

CORRECTIONAL REHABILITATION:
COUNSELING AND TRAINING

Chair: STEVEN COX, Illinois State University

Papers:

1. "'Discovery': A New Correctional Counseling Program," NORMAN GREENBERG, Westfield State College

2. "The Responsible Learning and Responsible Living Group: A Two Stage Treatment Modality for the Serious Juvenile Offender," ARTHUR EISENBUCH, THOMAS MCARDLE, and GLENN KOCH, RCA Service Company

3. "Education Intervention with Youthful Offenders," IVAN LOUIS COTMAN and VINCENT J. HOFFMAN, Michigan State University

4. "Prison Industries: Legal Barriers to Private Sector Involvement," PAUL MOKE, Wilmington College


Discussant: STEVEN COX, Illinois State University

PANEL 10

PDR 17

ROUNDTABLE: THE TRANSITION FROM COLLEGE TO A CAREER WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, OR SO YOU HAVE A DEGREE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE, NOW WHAT?

Convenors: THOMAS J. DOYLE and BOB DELUCIA, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 11 PARLOR A

ORGANIZED CRIME: ILLUSION VERSUS REALITY

Chair: DEAN J. SPADER, University of South Dakota

Papers:


Discussant: DEAN J. SPADER, University of South Dakota

PANEL 12 PARLOR B

POLICING THE STREETS:
OFFICER ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND MOTIVATION

Chair: PETER HORNE, Mercer County Community College

Papers:


2. "Policing the Streets in Ft. Wayne, Indiana," MICHAEL T. CHARLES, Indiana University/Purdue University


Discussant: PETER HORNE, Mercer County Community College
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 13    PARLOR F

THE PERCEPTION OF RISK OF CRIMINAL SANCTIONS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR DETERRENCE

Chair: RAYMOND PATERNOSTER, University of Maryland

Papers:

1. “Career Criminals: The Offender’s Perspective on Law and the Criminal Justice system,” OBIE CLAYTON, JR., University of Massachusetts at Boston


Discussant: RAYMOND PATERNOSTER, University of Maryland

PANEL 14    PARLOR G

CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES

Chair: EDDYTH P. FORTUNE, Illinois State University

Papers:

1. “Correctional Education Treatment Potential: A Better Way,” JAMES L. JENGELESKI, Shippensburg University, and THEODORE M. ZINK, Glassboro State College

2. “Major Issues in Correctional Special Education,” BRUCE WOLFORD and KAREN JANSEN, Eastern Kentucky University

3. “Library Services to Prisoners,” RHEA RUBIN, Oakland, CA


5. “Evaluation of a Cognitive Education Program for Inmates in Four Maximum Security Prisons in Canada,” RICHARD VOLPE, University of Toronto

Discussant: EDDYTH P. FORTUNE, Illinois State University
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 15  PARLOR H

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

Chair: KEN VENTERS, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Papers:

1. "alternative Programming for Criminal Justice: Creative Utilization of Existing Curricula," JOHN P. HARLAN and J. RUSSELL SANDERS, Stephen F. Austin State University

Discussant: JOHN P. HARLAN, Stephen F. Austin State University

PANEL 16  PDR 6

MINORITIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES

Chair: MARY R. TWITTY, Kentucky State University

Papers:

2. "Racism in the Law," JUNE M. GONSALVES, University of Lowell
3. "Race, Income, and Penetration of the Justice System," ROBERT T. SIGLER and MELODY HORN, University of Alabama
4. "Neighborhood Perceptions and the Fear of Crime in Five Black Urban Communities," JAMES A. NOLAN, Norfolk State University
6. "Traditionality Among the Navajo Police," DAVID WACHTEL, Central State University

Discussant: MARY R. TWITTY, Kentucky State University
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 17  DEARBORN 1

DEVELOPMENTS IN PAROLE AND COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Chair: JOHN LOMBARDI, University of Nevada, Reno

Papers:

1. “Making of the Parole Decision in California: Political and Social Implications of the Victims' Bill of Rights,” DAVID SHICHER and DONALD R. RANISH, California State College


3. “Short Term Offender Parole Programs: Problems in Implementation and Evaluation,” RICHARD ZEVITZ, Marquette University


Discussant: JOHN LOMBARDI University of Nevada, Reno

PANEL 18  DEARBORN 2

CURRENT TRENDS IN ABORTION
AND SEX OFFENSE STATUTES

Chair: RICHARD MARTIN, Kearney State College

Papers:


2. “Law of Sex Offenses Involving Children,” WILLIAM J. O’DONNELL, University of Pittsburgh

3. “Criminal Abortion Statutes: Can They Pass Constitutional Review or Scientific Reality?” CHARLES P. NEMETH, Glassboro State College

Discussant: ALTON SLANE, Muhlenberg College
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 19  
CHICAGO ROOM

INDIGENTS AND CRIMINAL COURTS

Chair: MARSHALL HARTMAN, University of Illinois - Chicago

Papers:


2. "Experimenting with the Public Defender System," LARRY COHEN, Northwestern University


4. "Unequal Justice Under Law: Indigents in the Indiana Criminal Justice Systems," SEYMOUR MOSKOWITZ, Touro College; IVAN BODEN-STEINER; Valparaiso Law School; and JEFFREY BORK, Sidley and Austin, Chicago

Discussant: CHARLES FRIEL, Sam Houston State University

PANEL 20  
PDR 17

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION 1

Chair: MIKE CARLIE, Ball State University

Papers:

1. "Teaching Corrections at the Undergraduate Level," JERRY ISRAEL, Illinois Wesleyan University

2. "A Comparison of the Learning Styles of Female College Students with Incarcerated Female College Students," EDWARD R. MALKIEWICZ and EDDYTH FORTUNE, Illinois State University

3. "Police Education and Training: Vocational Preparation vs. Professional Accountability,” FREDERICK A. SHENKMAN, University of Florida

Discussant: WILLIAM PELFREY, Memphis State University
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 21 PARLOR A

THE ROLE OF THE POLICE IN THE COURTS OF INDIA, ENGLAND, AND GERMANY

Chair: RICHTER H. MOORE, JR., Appalachian State University

Papers:

1. “The Role of the Police in the Courts of India,” JAGAN LINGAMNENI, Governors State University

2. “The Role of the Police in the German Courts,” ROBERT V. BARROW, University of South Alabama


Discussant: WILLIAM WAKEFIELD, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 22 PARLOR B

LEGAL, JUDICIAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Chair: CATHLEEN BURNETT, University of Missouri

Papers:

1. “The History of Nolo Contendere,” CATHLEEN BURNETT, University of Missouri


3. “Courtroom Charlatan,” A. JAMES FISHER, Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

4. “Social Policy Analysis of Narcotics Enforcement,” LORI ELLEN LURIA, Rutgers University

Discussant: DAVID O. FRIEDRICH, University of Scranton
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 23  PARLOR F

THE POLITICS OF POLICE ARREST BEHAVIOR

Chair: STEVEN M. EDWARDS, University of Alaska

Papers:


2. "A Taxonomy of Prejudice and Discrimination by Police Officers," DAVID L. CARTER, Pan American University


4. "Determinants of Self-Reported Illnesses and Maladaptive Behaviors Among Civilian and Military Police Personnel," BRENT L. SMITH and RICHARD M. WARD, University of Alabama

Discussant: ROY ROBERG, San Jose State University

PANEL 24  PARLOR G

STRATEGIES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH

Chair: DAVID HAYESLIP, University of Baltimore

Papers:


3. "Strategies for Field Work in the Inner City," NOLA ALLEN, RICHARD DEMBO, and HAROLD VETTER, University of South Florida

4. "The Use of Qualitative Social Research in a Criminal Justice Setting," R. THOMAS DULL, Memphis State University

Discussant: MONROE J. MILLER, University of Pittsburgh
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 25  
PARLOR H

JUDICIAL INTERVENTION IN INSTITUTIONAL CORRECTIONS

Chair: NORMAN GREENBERG, Westfield State College

Papers:

1. “Judicial Intervention in Corrections: A Case for Futility or a Promise of Reform,” ROBERT C. BRADLEY, Illinois State University

2. “Correctional Institution Reform Litigation: The Legislation vs. the Courts,” REGINA SAUCIER and GERARD F. RAMKER, Sam Houston State University


Discussant: GEORGE TASEFF, Illinois State University

PANEL 26  
PDR 6

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES IN SECURITY

Chair: ROBERT J. FISCHER, Western Illinois University

Papers:


3. “Contributions of the Social Sciences to Security Education and Practice,” DANIEL KENNEDY, University of Detroit

4. “Private Guards in the 30’s and 40’s: A History and Politics of Two Contradictory Themes in Labor-Management Relations,” JAMES D. CALDER, University of Texas - San Antonio

Discussant: KEN FAUTH, Spiegel, Inc., Oak Brook, IL
PANEL 27

COURTS AND CORRECTIONS

Chair: RICHARD FREY, State University of New York - Brockport

Papers:

1. “Judicial Attitudes Towards Community Restitution,” FRANK S. MERRITT, University of Toledo

2. “Colorado Community Corrections: A Case of Not Widening the Net,” LAURA WINTERFIELD, Timberline Association


Discussant: ARTHUR H. PATTERSON, The Pennsylvania State University

PANEL 28

CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Chair: RANDY ATLAS, Harper and Buzinec Architects, Coral Gables, FL

Papers:


2. “The Training of Staff and Inmates for a Third Generation Jail,” RAYMOND NELSON, National Institute of Corrections

3. “Retrofitting to Be a Third Generation Institution: Trenton Correctional Institution,” PAUL GALLIS, Grad Partnership, Newark, NJ


Discussant: RANDY ATLAS
TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 29

TRENDS IN VIOLENT CRIME

Chair: PETER C. KRATCOSKI, Kent State University

Papers:

1. "An Analysis of Violent Crime Rates in Major American Cities," DWAYNE DUKEs, John Carroll University, and PETER C. KRATCOSKI, Kent State University

2. "An Analysis of the Victim-Offender Relationship in Homicide Cases," FRANKLIN MORGAN and PETER C. KRATCOSKI, Kent State University


4. "Intervention in Domestic Violence Cases Involving Chemical Dependency," EDITH WATSON, Witness/Victim Service Center Family Violence Program, Cleveland, OH

Discussant: JAMES ADAMITIS, University of Dayton

PANEL 30

PROBLEM AREAS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESSIONS

Chair: JAMES E. HENDRICKS, Ball State University

Papers:

1. "Viewing Professionalism in Urban Police Entry Level Training," THOMAS M. FROST, Loyola University of Chicago

2. "Assessment of a Crisis: Criminal Justice Intervention," JAMES E. HENDRICKS, Ball State University


Discussant: TOM BARKER, Jacksonville State University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.  Registration  Lower Exhibit Hall
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.  Employment Exchange  Lower Exhibit Hall
8:30 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.  Workshop  PDR 1
  "Neighborhood History"
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Exhibits Open  Lower Exhibit Hall
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.  Tour of Chicago
10:00 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.  Workshop  PDR 4
  "Application of the Computer in Criminal Justice Education"
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.  Aerobic Exercise  Pool Promenade
1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.  Workshop  PDR 3
  "Mentoring for Criminal Justice Professionals"
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.  Plenary Session  Grand Ballroom
  James Stewart, Director,
  National Institute of Justice
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.  Participants' Reception  Grand Ballroom

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 31  PDR 4

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT:
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL INFLUENCES

Chair: BERNARD D. HEADLEY, Northeastern Illinois University

Papers:

1. "Judicial Discretion: Sentencing in Sexual Assault," SUSAN CARINGELLA-MACDONALD, Western Michigan University


4. "Crime and Incarceration in New York State: An Empirical Analysis of Their Relationships and an Examination of Their Implications for Public Policy," CHARLES H. NYGARD, New York State Department of Corrections

Discussant: DARLENE CONLEY, Atlanta University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 32

COPING WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE OCCUPATIONAL ROLES

Chair: LEONARD MILLER, Luther Luckett Correctional Complex

Papers:


3. "New Variations on a Timely Theme: Expanding the Parameters of Stress/Burnout Research in Correctional Settings," LEONARD MILLER and STEVEN ADWELL, Luther Luckett Correctional Complex

Discussant: DAVID ORRICK, Norwich University

PANEL 33

A CROSS-SECTION: ISSUES AND DIRECTIONS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chair: ROBERT MURILLO, University of Texas at El Paso

Papers:

1. "The Transition of Police-Community Relations to Human Relations," ROBERT MURILLO, University of Texas at El Paso, and LOUIS SAN MARCO, Baldwin-Wallace College

2. "The Impact of Conversion to the Religion of Islam on the Behavior of Black Incarcerated Offenders," GEORGE WILSON and ZAID ANSARI, University of Cincinnati


4. "The Holy Cause," PATRICIA ANN HOOVER, California State University

5. "The Study of Deviant Behavior in the Short Fiction of Flannery O'Connor," ALICE MUNSON, University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Discussant: MARTIN GREENBERG, Washburn University of Topeka
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 34 PARLOR A

SENTENCING PURPOSE, PRACTICES, AND GUIDELINES

Chair: KAY KNAPP, Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission

Papers:
1. "Punishing or Treating the Offender: The Impact of Social and Occupational Characteristics on Judicial Attitudes," JAMES FRANK, University of Cincinnati and JOHN CULLEN, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
5. "Fiscal Crisis, Punitive Content, and Public Perceptions of Criminal Sanctions," DOUG THOMSON, University of Illinois at Chicago

Discussant: KAY KNAPP, Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission

PANEL 35 PARLOR B

LEGAL AND CRIMINOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN SECURITY

Chair: CHARLES CHASTAIN, University of Arkansas - Little Rock

Papers:
1. "Private Police in California: Developments, Concerns, and Dilemmas," ROBERT J. MEADOWS, Glendale Community College
3. "Legal Issues in Proprietary Security at the Buick Division of General Motors Corporation," ARTHUR R. GOUSSY, University of Detroit
4. "Utilization of the Criminologist's Methodology in Defense of Corporate Holding's Litigation: The Case of Shopping Center Violence," JOHN H. LOMBARDI, University of Nevada-Reno

Discussant: CHESTER L. QUARLES, University of Mississippi
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 36

CONTROL IN THE PRISON COMMUNITY

Chair: NANCY E. SCHAFER, University of Alaska - Anchorage

Papers:
3. "Free Will, Determinism, and Self-Concept: The View of Prison Inmates," ROBERT F. HOLBERT and N. PRABHA UNNITHAN, University of Nebraska at Omaha
4. "The Correctional Officer Subculture," WALTER GROVES, University of Wisconsin - Green Bay

Discussant: PATRICIA VAN VOORHIS, Indiana State University

PANEL 37

SOCIAL ECOLOGY, SOCIAL ORGANIZATION, AND DELINQUENCY

Chair: JEFFREY A. FAGAN, URSA Institute of San Francisco

Papers:
2. "Father-Son Interaction and Delinquency," LAWRENCE ROSEN, LEONARD SAVITZ, and MICHAEL LALLI, Temple University
4. "The Time Component of Control Theory," GEORGE F. RENGERT, Temple University, and JOHN WASILCHICK, Delaware County Court House

Discussant: EDWARD GREEN, Eastern Michigan University

54
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 38

ROUNDTABLE: NEW TECHNIQUES IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
Convener: “Photo Mapping Three-Dimensional Objects,” PAUL Wohlfeil, Northeast Missouri State University

PANEL 39

EVALUATION OF CORRECTIONAL INTERVENTIONS
Chair: VICKI SCHNEIDER, Southern Illinois University

Papers:
1. “Drinking Drivers, Alcohol Education Programs, and Recidivism: A Preliminary Analysis,” JOSEF R. SOPER, Michigan 61st District Court, and EDMUND KEMP, Michigan Office of Substance Abuse Services
2. “Evaluation of an Alcohol Training Program for Judges: A Pre-, Post-, and Six-month Follow-up Analysis of Program Effects,” RICHARD A. DILL, Iowa Methodist Medical Center, and P. CLAYTON RIVERS, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

Discussant: ROCCO D’ANGELO, The Ohio State University

PANEL 40

THE POLICE AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Chair: M. STEVEN MEAGHER, Ball State University

Papers:
3. “Correlates of Beaten Wives’ Experiences with the Police,” LEE H. BOWKER, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Discussant: LEE H. BOWKER, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 41    PARLOR H

PUBLIC CONCERNS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISSUES

Chair: STEVEN DILLINGHAM, University of South Carolina

Papers:

   JOHN F. KOZLOWICZ, University of Wisconsin - Whitewater; SAM
   PERNACCIARO, University of Wisconsin - Parkside; and DAVID
   WEGGE, St. Norbert's College

2. "Sexual Assault in a College Community: The Discrepancy Between
   Police and Private Knowledge," RONALD BERGER, BETH ANN
   PIERCE, RICHARD SALEM, and PATRICIA SEARLES, University
   of Wisconsin - Whitewater

   of Sentencing and Correction Reforms," STEVEN D. DILLINGHAM,
   University of South Carolina

4. "In Pursuit of Profit: Observations on Convict Labor in the State of
   Mississippi," WILLIAM B. TAYLOR, University of Southern Mississippi

Discussant: MICHAEL ISRAEL, Kean College

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 8:30 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

WORKSHOP    PDR 1

NEIGHBORHOOD HISTORY

Convenor: CYRIL ROBINSON, Southern Illinois University at
           Carbondale

Participants:

LAWRENCE W. MCBRIDE, University of Illinois at Chicago
TERI ENGLER, Law in American Society
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 42

POLITICS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
IN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Chair: JOEL ROSCH, North Carolina State University

Papers:

1. “Police Power and Public Accountability in Germany,” ERIKA S. FAIRCHILD, North Carolina State University

2. “Judges as Agents of Political Power: The Case of Poland,” STANIS-LAW FRANKOWSKI, St. Louis University


Discussant: SUSAN CARINGELLA-MACDONALD, Western Michigan University

PANEL 43

ETHICAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: THE COURTS

Chair: B. GRANT STITT, Memphis State University

Papers:


3. “Unprecedented Judicial Orders: Innovation or Breach of Ethics?” TERRY BROOKS, American Judicature Society

Discussant: B. GRANT STITT, Memphis State University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 44                           PARLOR A

ROUNDTABLE: STRENGTHENING THE ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES: ETHICS IN THE GOVERNANCE OF THE PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION

Convenor: RICHTER MOORE, JR., Appalachian State University

Participants:

LARRY BASSI, State University of New York - Brockport
BEN MENKE, Washington State University
LARRY MAYS, New Mexico State University

PANEL 45                           PARLOR B

REINTERPRETING CORRECTIONAL HISTORY

Chair: JAMES L. TANNER, Wichita State University

Papers:


4. "A Southern Political Trial: Tom Watson, the Department of Justice and Obscenity in the Mail," FRED D. RAGAN, East Carolina University

Discussant: WAYNE J. SHEEHAN, Sul Ross State University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 46

SEX ROLES AND CRIMINAL COURTS

Chair: JAMES L. MASSEY, The University of Georgia

Papers:

1. “Gender Bias in the Courts,” LAURA D. BIRG, Saint Xavier College

2. “The Influence of Quasi-Legal Factors in the Criminal Court Dispositions of Women,” COREMAE RICHEY MANN, Florida State University


Discussant: JAMES L. MASSEY, The University of Georgia

PANEL 47

CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION

Chair: THOMAS ELLSWORTH, Illinois State University

Papers:

1. “Profile of Inmates Incarcerated in Overcrowded Jails in Colorado,” DANA J. OSBORN, Denver Regional Council of Governments

2. “Administrative Responses to Overcrowding: A Survey of Prison Administrators,” ALLEN D. SAPP and SANDRA TOWNSEND, Central Missouri State University


Discussant: JAMES L. JENGELESKI, Shippensburg University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 48

ROUNDTABLE: SELF-REPORTED DELINQUENCY DATA, THEIR VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY CROSS-CULTURALLY

Convenor: LOUIS BECK, Western Kentucky University

Participants:
JAMES A. KING, University of Toledo
RANDY LAGRANGE, University of North Carolina - Wilmington
CRAIG H. TAYLOR, Western Kentucky University

PANEL 49

ROUNDTABLE: TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION — AN EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO CRIME PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION

Convenor: P. RAY KEDIA, Grambling State University

Participants:
P. RAY KEDIA, Grambling State University
MICHAEL DILLBECK, Maharishi International University
DAVID ORME-JOHNSON, Maharishi International University

PANEL 50

STUDIES OF DELINQUENCY

Chair: LINDA J. O’DANIEL, Pan American University

Papers:
1. “Los Angeles County vs. The Street Gangs: The Saga Continues,” JOHN C. QUICKER, California State University - Dominguez Hills


3. “An Analysis of Gender Differences in Drug Use by Adolescents,” JOANNE BELKNAP and MERRY MORASH, Michigan State University

4. “School Conditions and Delinquency: Journey to the Badlands?” MACK L. BOWEN, Illinois State University

Discussant: STAN STOJKOVIC, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 51 PARLOR G

THE POLITICS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

Chair: LAWRENCE F. TRAVIS, III, University of Cincinnati

Papers:


2. "Short-Term and Long Range Perspectives on Criminal Justice Reforms," ANTHONY PLATT, ROD BUSH, SUZANNE DOD, Institute for the Study of Labor and Economic Crisis


5. "Legislator Ideology and Criminal Justice Policy: Implications for Illinois," FRANCIS T. CULLEN, JR., University of Cincinnati; TIM S. BYNUM and JACK R. GREENE, Michigan State University; and KIM M. GARRETT, Western Illinois University

Discussant: LAWRENCE F. TRAVIS, III, University of Cincinnati

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 1:50 p.m.

WORKSHOP PDR 4

APPLICATION OF THE COMPUTER IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

Convenor: PAUL PALUMBO, University of Illinois

Participants:

C. J. FLAMMANG, University of Illinois
ALBERT JOHNSTON, University of Illinois
ROY WALKER, University of Illinois
POTPOURRI: THINGS I'VE WANTED TO SAY (OR PUBLISH) BUT WHICH NOBODY WANTED TO HEAR (OR READ)

Chair: GERALD RIGBY, Bowling Green State University

Papers:
1. "The Claptrap, Twaddle, and Gibberish of Professionalism," JAMES CONSER, Youngstown State University
2. "The Politics of Criminal Justice Training: Who is in Control?" JOHN FLICKINGER, Bowling Green State University
3. "Some Unthinkable Thoughts on Punishment, Publicity and Payment," GERALD RIGBY, Bowling Green State University

Discussant: GERALD RIGBY, Bowling Green State University

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESSIONS

Chair: PETER HORNE, Mercer County Community College

Papers:
2. "Judges and Stereotypes: Implications for the Mental Health-Law Interface," P. CLAYTON RIVERS, University of Nebraska - Lincoln, RICHARD DILL, Iowa Methodist Medical Center; BRIAN SANATA, University of Nebraska - Lincoln; and MARK ANAGOSTOPULOS, Pioneer Mental Health Center
3. "Developing a Competency-Based Training Program for Probation Officers," THOMAS ELLSWORTH and LORI COLLEY, Illinois State University

Discussant: JAMES C. STEVENS, Brenau College
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 54
PARLOR A

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL APPLICATIONS
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

Chair: ERNIE HERNANDEZ, Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department

Papers:


4. "The Impact of High Technology on Law Enforcement," ERNIE HERNANDEZ, Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department

Discussant: VERN MCCLURG, Auburn University at Montgomery

PANEL 55
PARLOR B

WITCHCRAFT: THEN AND NOW

Chair: E. WILLIAM MONTER, Northwestern University

Papers:

1. "The Use of Extra-Legal Judicial Techniques to Restrain 'Witch Hunting,'" LELAND L. ESTES, University of Chicago


Discussant: E. WILLIAM MONTER, Northwestern University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 56

INNOVATIVE TREATMENT OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS

Chair: VINCENT HOFFMAN, Michigan State University

Papers:

1. “Operation Involvement,” B. CHRIS GILMORE and GARY HOWARD, The University of West Florida

2. “Learning Disabilities and Juvenile Delinquency,” WILLIAM VAN WILKINSON, Pan American University

3. “Rehabilitation of Juvenile Offenders: The Role of Timing of Intervention,” MONROE J. MILLER, University of Pittsburgh

4. “Short Term Family Therapy with Court Referred Delinquents,” DONALD A. GORDON, JACK ARBUTHNOT, PETER MCGREEN, and PAULA KAPLAN, Ohio University

5. “Assessment of the Effectiveness of the Status Offender Deinstitutionalization Pilot Project in Georgia,” DAN W. EDWARDS, Louisiana State University; SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago; and M. BERT EDWARDS, Georgia Department of Human Resources

Discussant: INEKE MARSHALL, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 57

NEW AVENUES IN SENTENCING RESEARCH

Chair: EDWARD GREEN, Eastern Michigan University

Papers:


2. “Socio-Economic Factors and Judicial Sentencing,” ROY M. HOWSENA, Western Kentucky University

3. “‘Determinant Sentencing: Getting Tough on Crime’ is not Working in Illinois,” EDWARD TROMANHAUSER, Chicago State University


Discussant: EDWARD GREEN, Eastern Michigan University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 58 PARLOR F

CONTEMPORARY CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH:
CRIMES AND PROCESSES

Chair: BEN MENKE, Washington State University

Papers:
1. "Paperhangings: A Study of Imposture and Deceit," MARTIN MILLER, Sangamon State University
2. "An Experimental Assessment of the Relationship Among Actual Risks of Punishment, Perceptions of Risk, and Behavior," BEN MENKE, LOUIS GRAY, MARK STAFFORD, and DAVID WARD, Washington State University
3. "Specific Deterrence: An Empirical Test of Projected and Subsequent Cannabis Use After Legal Intervention," PATRICIA ERICKSON and GLENN MURRAY, Addiction Research Foundation

Discussant: EDMUND MCGARRELL, State University of New York at Albany

PANEL 59 PARLOR G

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Chair: ROBERT E. BAGBY, Eastern Kentucky University

Papers:
2. "The Prejudicial Effects of Joinder of Offenses," KENNETH S. BORDENS, Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne
5. "Making Sense of Plea Negotiation," JOSEPH B. SANBORN, Glassboro State College

Discussant: PAUL H. JOHNSON, Murray State University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 60  
METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN JUVENILE JUSTICE
Chair: MARY JEANETTE HAGEMAN, Virginia Commonwealth University

Papers:
2. "A System for Referencing Youth and Staff Perceptions in Juvenile Justice Program Evaluation," ROCCO D'ANGELO, The Ohio State University
3. "The Derivation of Differences Between Adolescent Code Types with the MMPI: An Extension and Cross-Validation of the Megargee Typology," CAROL VENEZIANO and LOUIS VENEZIANO, Memphis State University

Discussant: MARY JEANETTE HAGEMAN, Virginia Commonwealth University

PANEL 61  
POLICE TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Chair: WILLIAM PARKER, Central State University

Papers:
2. "An Educational Profile of Police in a Midwestern State," RICHARD H. MARTIN, Kearney State College
3. "The Effect of an Innovative Training Academy Upon the Role Perceptions of Police Recruits," ROBERT J. MEADOWS, Glendale Community College

Discussant: WILLIAM PARKER, Central State University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

WORKSHOP

MENTORING FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROFESSIONALS

Convenors: CAROLE GARRISON, University of Akron
            KELVIE COMER, University of Akron

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 62

EXPERIMENTATION IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

Chair: WILLIAM GELLER, American Bar Foundation

Papers:

Discussants: FRED RICE, Chicago Police Department
             KEITH BERGSTROM, Oak Park Police Department

PANEL 63

ISSUES IN CORRECTIONS-STUDENT SESSION 1

Chair: SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago

Papers:
2. "Identifying Patterns of Psychological Adaptation to Incarceration," LORI COLLEY, Illinois State University
5. "Advocating for an Economic Approach," JAMES PALOMBO, California University at Sacramento

Discussant: JAMES PALOMBO, California State University at Sacramento
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 64

ROUNDTABLE: STRENGTHENING THE ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES: DEVELOPING AND USING ACJS HUMAN RESOURCES

Convenors: ACJS Past Presidents and Board Members

PANEL 65

CAPITAL OFFENSES AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Chair: ARTHUR CLAGETT, Stephen F. Austin State University

Papers:

1. "A Comparative Analysis of Texas Capital Murder Characteristics," MICHAEL HAZLETT, Sam Houston State University

2. "Relations of Survey Census Profile Characteristics to Attitudes Toward Capital Punishment Held by a Survey Sample of American Tourists," ARTHUR CLAGETT, Stephen F. Austin State University


Discussant: JAMES HARRISON, Arkansas State University

PANEL 66

ROUNDTABLE: COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN CHICAGOLAND: HOW CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS ARE MEETING THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE

Convenor: ELIZABETH M. SEBUCK, Moraine Valley Community College

Participants:

E. MICHAEL LOUIS, William Rainey Harper College
KATHRYN GOLDEN, College of DuPage
FRANK ALBERICO, Joliet Junior College
JOHN BURIAN, Moraine Valley Community College
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 67

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

Chair: JOHN K. HU DZIK, Michigan State University

Papers:

1. “Criminal Justice and Policy Evaluation,” STUART S. NAGEL, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


Discussant: STAN STOJKOVIC, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

PANEL 68

CRIME AND JUSTICE DURING THE PROGRESSIVE ERA

Chair: JOHN D. HEWITT, Ball State University

Papers:

1. “The Control of Female Criminality During the Progressive Period: A Local Analysis,” JOHN D. HEWITT, Ball State University

2. “A Historical and Theoretical Study of Female Delinquency in Milwaukee: 1890-1920,” DONNA C. HALE, Georgia College, and MERRY A. MORASH, Michigan State University


4. “Media Wave and Crime Wave: A Case Study,” STEPHEN BRODT, Ball State University

Discussant: MITTIE D. SOUTHERLAND, Eastern Kentucky University
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 69

CORRECTIONAL OVERCROWDING: ITS CONSEQUENCES AND GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSES

Chair: MARVIN ZALMAN, Wayne State University

Papers:


4. "Judicial Discretion and Jail Overcrowding," A. C. PRICE, University of Michigan - Flint

5. "An Analysis of the Effects of Overcrowding in Canadian Penitentiaries," FRANK PORPORINO and KIMBERLEY DUDLEY, Office of the Solicitor General, Canada

Discussant: MARVIN ZALMAN, Wayne State University

PANEL 70

ASSESSING JUVENILE JUSTICE POLICY

Chair: ROBERT J. MUTCHNICK, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Papers:

1. "Policy Changes in Juvenile Justice: Verifying Implementation," THERESA DELORTO, Bowling Green State University, and MARK C. MYRDA, University of Cincinnati

2. "The Politics of Juvenile Punishment: ‘Let the Adult Court Handle Them’," KENNETH E. WINKER, Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services


Discussant: DAVID HAYESLIP, University of Baltimore
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 71

THEORIZING ACROSS CULTURES

Chair: WILLIAM G. ARCHAMBEAULT, Louisiana State University

Papers:
1. “Current Trends in Female Delinquency and Criminality in Japan,” DAE H. CHANG, Wichita State University, and SADAHIKO TAKASHI, Kin-ki University, Osaka
3. “Fraud in the Construction Industry: An Example from Australia,” ROBERT C. HOLLAND, University of Queensland
4. “Nation Building and Social Control: Observations from the Ivory Coast and Tanzania,” LUCIEN X. LOMBARDO, Old Dominion University
5. “Cross-Cultural Considerations in Psychological Profiling,” MAUREEN O’MARA, University of Maine, Presque Isle

Discussant: CAROL SUE HOLLAND, The Troy State University/Europe

PANEL 72

HANDGUN VIOLENCE: SOME NEW PERSPECTIVES

Chair: CHESTER KULIS, Loyola University of Chicago

Papers:
1. “Handgun Control from the Perspective of the Criminal Justice Practitioner,” CHESTER KULIS, Loyola University of Chicago
2. “Handgun Violence from the Medical Perspective as a Public Health Issue,” KENRAD E. NELSON, University of Illinois College of Medicine
4. “Handgun Violence as a Contributing Factor to Prison Overcrowding,” LOUISE S. MILLER, Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority, and KATHERINE ZARTMENT, National Alliance of Handgun Control Organizations
5. “Reaction and Summary: Where Does Handgun Control Go Now?” MARK KARLIN, Committee for the Study of Handgun Misuse
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

PLENARY SESSION

CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH IN THE 80's:
A NEW APPROACH TO CRITICAL PROBLEMS

JAMES STEWART, Director, National Institute of Justice

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 73

PLEA BARGAINING

Chair: HAROLD B. SCHRAMM, Western Connecticut State University

Papers:

1. “Plea Bargaining from the Defendant's Perspective,” KENNETH S. BORDENS, Indiana University/Purdue University at Fort Wayne


Discussant: HAROLD B. SCHRAMM, Western Connecticut State University

PANEL 74

ROUNDTABLE: PUBLISHING CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE BOOKS

Convenor: MICHAEL BRASWELL, East Tennessee State University

Participants:

MICHAEL BRASWELL, East Tennessee State University/Anderson Publishing Company
HENRY STAAT, Brooks/Cole Publishing Company
NEIL ROWE, Waveland Press, Inc.
JUDY JOSEPH, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 75

WHITE COLLAR CRIME: PARAMETERS OF THE PROBLEM

Chair: DONALD SCOTT, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Papers:
1. “A Comparative Analysis of Criminal and Civil Collusion,” DONALD SCOTT, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
2. “Disorder in the Urban Frontier: The Turn of the Century City Boss as a White Collar Criminal,” JAMES E. ROBERTSON, Mankato State University

Discussant: LEIGH EDWARD SOMERS, East Aurora, NY

PANEL 76

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE – STUDENT SESSION II

Chair: SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago

Papers:
2. “Racial Implications of Arrests, Diversions, and Convictions in a Mid-west State,” ANGELA R. IRONSHELL and KELLIE JO MANN, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
3. “Crime and Chemical Abuse: A Corrective Effort,” BARBARA BALE, University of Louisville
5. “Sentencing and Theories of Punishment,” MARGARET M. MOLSAN, University of South Dakota

Discussant: SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 77
PAR LOR A

TREATMENT STRATEGIES IN COMMUNITY SUPERVISION

Chair: DONALD W. BOYD, Wilmington College

Papers:

1. “Community Service Volunteerism as Responsive Adult Education,”
   JOANN HANSON, Dane County District Attorney’s Office, Wisconsin

2. “Early Religious Training as a Factor in Recruitment to Religiously
   Oriented Therapeutic Communities,” LEROY GRUNER, Northern
   Kentucky University

   GREENBERG, Westfield State College

   and Justice: Description and Evaluation of One Model,” CLIFFORD
   M. BLACK, North Texas State University; FRANKIE LAM, Purdue
   University; and SAMUEL M. CRIPE, United Brotherhood of Carpenters
   and Joiners

5. “Alternative to Recidivism,” HARRY H. WOODWARD, JR., Goodwill
   Industries of Chicago

Discussant: CHARLES A. LINDQUIST, University of Alabama at
   Birmingham

PANEL 78
PDR 2

ROUNDTABLE: CRIMINAL JUSTICE TRAINING:
OPPORTUNITY OR TRAP?

Convenor: ROBERT I. MENDELSOHN, Indiana University -
   Indianapolis

Participants:

JAMES FYFE, American University and The Police Foundation
LARRY HOOVER, Sam Houston State University
M. NICHOLAS MEIER, Tiffin University
STEVE MANDRA, National Association of State Directors of Law
   Enforcement Training
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 79

COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE:
ESSENCE AND PROCEDURES IN U.S.
AND IN SOME INTERNATIONAL AREAS

Chair: JOUFFROY-LUCIEN RADEL, l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes Sociales, Paris, France, and University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh

Papers:

1. “Prison Reforms in U.S. Regions: The Southwest, Mid-West and the Pacific,” HELEN CLARKE-MOLANPHY, Richland College

2. “Research Strategy for Comparative Study Models: France, Scandinavia, North America,” EZZAT FATTAAH, Simon Fraser University, Canada


Discussants: CHRISTOPHER KORNAROS, Illinois Benedictine College
ROBERT BONNEVILLE, Glencoe, IL
MARILYN CHANDLER, Niagara University
RICHARD WARD, University of Illinois at Chicago

PANEL 80

CONTEMPORARY THEMES IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Chair: GENE STEPHENS, University of South Carolina

Papers:

1. “Discretion in the Criminal Justice System: Analyzing, Channeling, Reducing, and Controlling It,” STUART NAGEL, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

2. “Laws Made to be Broken: American Ambivalence Around Authority,” ALVIN PAM, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

3. “Justice Tried, Justice Denied,” ROBERT MUTCHNICK, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

4. “Participatory Justice: The Politics of the Future,” GENE STEPHENS, University of South Carolina

5. “Blacks in Prison: A Profile,” ANN GOETTING and ROY HOWSEN, Western Kentucky University

Discussant: RICHARD FREY, State University of New York - Brockport
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 81

DETERMINANTS OF CRIMINALITY:
BIOLOGICAL, MORAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Chair: JAMES ADAMITIS, University of Dayton

Papers:


4. "The Economic and Non-Economic Factors Affecting Crime on a Disaggregated Basis," STEPHEN JARRELL, Western Kentucky University, and ROY M. HOWSEN, Western Kentucky University

Discussant: LARRY SIEGEL, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 82

EXPERT AND SPECIAL WITNESS TESTIMONY
IN CRIMINAL COURT

Chair: MARTIN KAPLAN, Northern Illinois University

Papers:


2. "The Use of Hypnosis in the Courtroom," EDITH GREEN, University of Washington

3. "Law, Social Science, and Expert Testimony," MARC GERTZ and EDMUND TRUE, Florida State University

Discussant: MARTIN KAPLAN, Northern Illinois University
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 83

PARLOR G

SPECIAL ISSUES IN POLICE PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Chair: WILLIAM L. TAFOYA, Federal Bureau of Investigation

Papers:


2. "Job Burnout Among Law Enforcement Officers: The Narcotics Investigator," ROY ROBERG, PAUL WALLACE, and HARRY ALLEN, San Jose State University


4. "Critical Contemporary Issues and Major Trends in Law Enforcement Middle Management," STEVEN A. EGGER, Sam Houston State University

Discussant: WILLIAM L. TAFOYA, Federal Bureau of Investigation
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.  Workshop  PDR 1
                      "Blacks in the Correctional System"

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Registration  Lower Exhibit Hall

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Employment Exchange  Lower Exhibit Hall

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  Exhibits Open  Lower Exhibit Hall

9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.  Tour of Chicago's Museums

10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.  Plenary Session  Grand Ballroom
                      "Organized Crime in Chicago"

10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.  Workshop  PDR 4
                      "Affirmative Action and Minorities in Criminal Justice"

10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.  Workshop  PDR 1
                      "Information Clinic"

12:00 p.m.  ACJS Run — Lake Front

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.  Aerobic Exercise  Pool Promenade

1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.  Workshop  PDR 1
                      "Older Americans in Criminal Justice"

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.  Demonstration  PDR 17
                      "Interaction Video Instruction in Criminal Justice"

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.  Regional Meetings
                      Region 1  PDR 4
                      Region 2  PDR 5
                      Region 3  PDR 6
                      Region 4  PDR 7
                      Region 5  PDR 8

7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.  Dinner at Miomir's

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 84  PDR 4

ROUNDTABLE: STRENGTHENING THE ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES: THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS TO THE ACADEMY

Convenor: WILLIAM WAKEFIELD, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Participants:

EDWARD SABOL, State University of New York College of Technology
EDDYTH FORTUNE, Illinois State University
DAVID FABIANIC, Montana State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 85

WOMEN IN PRISON

Chair: WILLIAM HEAD, State University of New York - Albany

Papers:


2. “Supervising Women in Prison,” JOYCELYN POLLOCK, Columbus College


Discussant: BEVERLY A. SMITH, Illinois State University

PANEL 86

ROUNDTABLE: LOCAL NEWS REPORTING AND THE CRIME ENVIRONMENT

Convenors: RALPH BAKER and FRED MEYER, Ball State University

Participants:

RON MAJORS, Chicago, IL
GREG CAPUTO, Chicago, IL
PAUL STUEBER, Avaco, PA
DAVID WEAVER, Indiana University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 87

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING

Chair: SANDRA BAXTER BENNETT, Advanced Technology, Reston, VA

Papers:

1. “Advocacy Policing: Catalyst for Effective Citizen Participation,” DONALD C. BECKER, University of Central Florida

2. “Response by Citizens Groups to New York State’s Commission to Develop Determinate Sentencing Guidelines,” MICHAEL BELSKY, Friends World College


4. “Institutionalizing Citizen Participation in Criminal Justice: The Experience of a New York City Community Board,” GARY HELFAND, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

5. “Fear of Crime: Early Results of a Longitudinal Study,” GENE STEPHENS, University of South Carolina

Discussant: MITTIE D. SOUTHERLAND, Eastern Kentucky University

PANEL 88

ETHICAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: SELECTED TOPICS

Chair: B. GRANT STITT, Memphis State University

Papers:

1. “Ethical Issues in the Forensic Sciences,” JOSEPH PETERSON, University of Illinois at Chicago

2. “Gratuities, Corruption, and the Democratic Ethos of Policing,” MICHAEL FELDBERG, Cambridge, MA

3. “Ethical and Practical Aspects of Police Response to Hostage Situations,” B. GRANT STITT, Memphis State University, and DONALD RUTHERFORD, Memphis Police Department


Discussant: LARRY SIEGEL, University of Nebraska at Omaha
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 89

INFORMATION BAZAAR

Chair: EILEEN ROWLAND, John Jay College

Papers:

1. “Personal Files: Variations and Themes on Their Organization and Use,” ARCHIE MOTLEY, Chicago Historical Society


PANEL 90

RECONCEPTUALIZING CRIME THEORIES

Chair: FINN-AAGE ESBENSEN, Western Carolina University

Papers:

1. “Labeling: Its Past, Present, and Future,” FINN-AAGE ESBENSEN, Western Carolina University; ERIC D. POOLE, Auburn University; and ROBERT M. REGOLI, University of Colorado

2. “A Reconceptualization of Anomie Theory and Marijuana Use,” FRANK P. WILLIAMS and MARILYN MCSHANE, Sam Houston State University

3. “Critical Criminology: Delectable Delusion,” RONALD A. PINCOMB, New Mexico State University

4. “Willem Bonger and Critical Criminology: A Reassessment,” INEKE HAEN MARSHALL and DENNIS HOFFMAN, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Discussant: ANN KUHL, San Jose State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 91  PDR 16

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Chair: RICHARD H. MARTIN, Kearney State College

Papers:


2. "Helping Students Move Beyond Law and Justice," MICHAEL P. ROCHE, The University of South Dakota

3. "Obtaining and Using Information About the Effects of Criminal Justice Programs on Students," JOSEPH L. VICTOR, Mercy College; SIDNEY S. MICEK, Syracuse University; and JOHN J. SULLIVAN, Mercy College


Discussant: JOHN J. VOLLMAN, JR., Southeast Florida Institute of Criminal Justice

PANEL 92  PDR 17

 ISSUES IN POLICE ADMINISTRATION

Chair: DAVID J. FARMER, Virginia Commonwealth University

Papers:


2. "Citizen Satisfaction with Alternate Police Responses," MARK W. FIELD, Kankakee County Sheriff's Police, Kankakee, IL


4. "How Small is Big?" VIC SIMS, Lamar University

Discussant: DAVID J. FARMER, Virginia Commonwealth University
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THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 93

DANGEROUSNESS IN COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Chair: TODD R. CLEAR, Rutgers University

Papers:


3. "Parole Board Liability for Release of Dangerous Offenders," ROLANDO V. DEL CARMEN, Sam Houston State University

Discussant: GENNARO F. VITO, University of Louisville

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

WORKSHOP

BLACKS IN THE CORRECTIONAL SYSTEM

Convenor: KELSEY JONES, University of District of Columbia

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 94

WORKSHOP: INFORMATION CLINIC:
FIRST AID FOR THE AILING RESEARCHER

Convenor: MARILYN LUTZKER, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Participants:

ELEANOR FERRALL, Arizona State University
BARBARA J. FORD, University of Illinois-Chicago
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 95  PDR 4

WORKSHOP: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND MINORITIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chair: P. RAY KEDIA, Grambling State University

Papers:


PANEL 96  PDR 5

CRIMINAL VIOLENCE

Chair: HUGH D. BARLOW, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville

Papers:


3. "Violence and Epilepsy in a Prison Population," ROBERT COHEN, STEPHEN WHITMAN, TINA COLEMAN, BINDU DESAI, CECIL PATMON, and LAMBERT KING, Rikers Island Health Service, NY

Discussant: HUGH D. BARLOW, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 97

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE SUPREME COURT:
ILLINOIS VS. GATES

Chair: MICHAEL ISRAEL, Kean College

Papers:


Discussant: RICHTER MOORE, JR., Appalachian State University

PANEL 98

APPELLATE COURT REVIEW
OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESSES

Chair: WARREN R. WADE, North Park College

Papers:

1. "The U.S. Supreme Court and the Miranda Rule in the 1980's," JIM R. ALEXANDER, Texas Woman's University

2. "Deference to Expertise: An Analysis of the Supreme Court's Reliance on the Judgment of Professionals," WILLIAM N. HEAD, MICHAEL LIEBER, and ANITA NEUBERGER, State University of New York at Albany

3. "A New Look at the Constitutionality of Corporal Punishment," JANET B. PORTER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

4. "Contemporary Doctrines of 'Civil Death'," GEORGE H. COX, JR., and DAVID M. SPEAK, Georgia Southern College


Discussant: WARREN R. WADE, North Park College
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 99

COMMUNITY CRIME PREVENTION:
COMPARISON AND CRITIQUE

Chair: RICHARD R. STEVENS, University of Louisville

Papers:


Discussants: GREGG BARAK, Aurora College
OTWIN MARENIN, University of Baltimore

PANEL 100

REFORM AND THE POLICE ORGANIZATION

Chair: GARY W. SYKES, University of Louisville

Papers:

1. "Police Organizations as Institutionalized Myth Structures," GEORGE E. CAPOWICH, State University of New York at Albany

2. "Political Conflict, Crisis and Healing: A Change Intervention with a Small Town Police Department," PHILIP W. RHOADES, Corpus Christi State University

3. "Bureaucratic and Idiosyncratic Policing: Beyond Reform in Police Administration," GARY W. SYKES, University of Louisville

4. "Organizational Consequences of Civil Rights Litigation Against the Police: An Extrapolation of Trends," DAVID L. CARTER, Pan American University

Discussant: DAVID WACHTEL, Central State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 101

ROUNDTABLE: POLITICS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE STATISTICS: ISSUES AND STRATEGIES

Organized by the ACJS Research Committee – KNOWLTON JOHNSON, RICHARD BENNETT, JAMES CALDER, JACK GREENE

Convenor: JAMES CALDER, University of Texas/San Antonio

Participants:

STEVEN SCHLESINGER, Bureau of Justice Statistics
HARRY SCARR, Department of Commerce
RICHARD MCCLEAR, University of New Mexico
CHARLES WELLFORD, University of Maryland

PANEL 102

CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF VICTIMIZATION

Chair: JOHN LOMBARDI, University of Nevada - Reno

Papers:

1. “Will the Real Criminal Please Stand Up? A Study in Victimology,” ROSLYN MURASKIN, Long Island University

2. “Motor Vehicle Theft: A Descriptive Analysis,” MARK BLUMBERG, Central Missouri State University


4. “Neighborhood Types and Arson Victimization,” LEON E. PETTIWAY, Temple University

5. “Does Economic Inequality Affect Survey-Estimated Crime?” MICHAEL VICTOR, University of Texas at Tyler

Discussant: AUDRELEE DALLAM, Bemidji State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PLENARY SESSION

GRAND BALLROOM

ORGANIZED CRIME IN CHICAGO

Convenor: JOSEPH PETERSGON, University of Illinois at Chicago

Participants:

GARY SHAPIRO, The Chicago Strike Force
MATTHEW RODRIGUEZ, Chicago Police Department
PATRICK HEALY, Chicago Crime Commission
DAN WEBB, U.S. Attorney, Northern District of Illinois
JEFFREY KENT, Office of the Cook County States Attorney
ROBERT WEIDRICH, The Chicago Tribune

Discussant: RICHARDWARD, University of Illinois at Chicago

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 103

PDR 4

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND COMMUNITY CONCERNS

Chair: DOROTHY RUDONI, Ball State University

Papers:

1. "Deviants, Politics, and Their Effect Upon a Social Control Agency,"
   JAMES KATES, Pennsylvania State University

2. "The Political Awakening of August Vollmer," THOMAS G. NICHOLSON, Jacksonville State University


Discussant: PATRICIA A. HOOVER, California State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 104

TOPICS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE HISTORY

Chair: FRANK MORN, Chicago, IL

Papers:

1. “The International Association of Police Professors: A History,” FRANK MORN, Chicago, IL


3. “An Analysis of a Riot: Violence During the 1919 Boston Police Strike,” JONATHAN WHITE, Grand Valley State College

Discussant: ELLEN DWYER, Indiana University

PANEL 105

STRENGTHENING THE ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES:
EDITORIAL BOARD-EXECUTIVE BOARD RELATIONSHIPS

Chairs: Members of the Justice Quarterly Editorial Board and members of the ACJS Executive Board

PANEL 106

WOMEN AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: ISSUES, STRATEGIES, AND PROGRAMS

Chair: JANET PORTER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Papers:


3. “Intervention Programs for Incarcerated Mothers and Their Children,” ZELMA HENRIQUES, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Discussant: JANET PORTER, University of Nebraska at Omaha
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 107

ROUNDTABLE: DEFENDING THE AUTONOMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE DEPARTMENTS

Convenor: JIM ADAMITIS, University of Dayton

Participants:

SCOTT DECKER, University of Missouri - St. Louis
WILLIAM MATHIAS, University of South Carolina
LARRY HOOVER, Sam Houston State University

PANEL 108

ROUNDTABLE: THE SERIAL MURDER PHENOMENON AND THE VIOLENT CRIMINAL APPREHENSION PROGRAM

Convenor: MERLYN MOORE, Sam Houston State University

Participants:

MERLYN MOORE, Sam Houston State University
STEVEN A. EGGER, Sam Houston State University
BARBARA HART, Sam Houston State University
ROLANDO DEL CARMEN, Sam Houston State University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 109

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND POLICE PERFORMANCE

Chair: EDITH FLYNN, Northeastern University

Papers:
3. “Police Effectiveness and Aging,” EDITH FLYNN, Northeastern University

Discussant: SAMUEL WALKER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 110

RESPONSE TO TERRORISM: RADICAL VERSES TRADITIONAL IDEAS

Chair: ROBERT W. TAYLOR, University of South Florida

Papers:
1. “The United States Antiterrorism Policy Structure,” ROBERT W. TAYLOR and ANTHONY WILNER, University of South Florida
4. “Combating the Use of Explosives by Terrorists,” BERNIE BUTKOVICH, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
5. “Administrative Process and Terrorism,” ROBERT LORINSKAS, Southern Illinois University

Discussant: PETER PHILLIPS, Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 111

STUDIES OF CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS

Chair: DAVID KALINICH, Michigan State University

Papers:

1. "Styles of Guarding," BARRY SMITH, Southeast Missouri State University

2. "Relationship of Preferred Interpersonal Influence Styles Between Recruit Correctional Officers and Inmate Felons," HARLEE HOL-BROOK, Washington State University


4. "Significant Differences Between Local Jailers and State Prison Guards: Fact or Fantasy," ROBERT BLAIR, College of Wooster, and CLIF-FORD M. BLACK, North Texas State University

5. "Development of a Model Hiring and Stress Management Training Program for Jail Correctional Officers," STEVEN COX and MICHAEL WELCH, Illinois State University

Discussant: DAVID KALINICH

PANEL 112

PUBLIC OPINION, JURY BEHAVIOR, AND CRIMINAL COURT PROCESSES

Chair: TIMOTHY J. FLANAGAN, State University of New York at Albany

Papers:


4. "Determinants of Punitive Attitudes Toward Criminals," STEVEN R. BARKAN, University of Maine at Orono

Discussant: GREIG W. THOMSON, Western New Mexico University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 12:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m.

PANEL 113  
PDR 6

DECISION MAKING IN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Chair: CARL POPE, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

Papers:


2. "The Length of Stay in Detention," MARY JEANETTE HAGEMAN, Virginia Commonwealth University

3. "The Impact of H. B. 440 on the Ohio Department of Youth Services," FRED CHEESMAN, THOMAS JOYCE, NANCY THOMPSON, and ELIZABETH WYDALLIS, Ohio Department of Youth Services

4. "Maximizing Correctional Input During a Period of Change and Diminishing Resources: A Case Study of Systems Theory Application in a Juvenile Corrections Department," ALICE P. FRANKLIN, Ohio Department of Youth Services

Discussant: PATRICK CLARK, Michigan State University

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

WORKSHOP  
PDR 1

OLDER AMERICANS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Convenor: BILL TONEY

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

DEMONSTRATION  
PDR 4

INTERACTION VIDEO INSTRUCTION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Convenors: JOHN OVRBEY, Dyersburg State Community College  
BILL EDWARDS, Dyersburg State Community College
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 114

POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY

Chair: SAMUEL WALKER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Papers:


3. "The Politics of Police Accountability: The Seattle PoliceSpying Ordinance as a Case Study," SAMUEL WALKER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Discussant: FRED MEYER, Ball State University

PANEL 115

ROUNDTABLE: POLITICS OF ORGANIZED RESEARCH CENTERS IN UNIVERSITIES

Organized by the ACJS Research Committee — KNOWLTON JOHNSON, RICHARD BENNETT, JAMES CALDER, JACK GREENE

Convenor: J. PRICE FOSTER, University of Louisville

Participants:

JOHN ANGELL, University of Alaska/Anchorage
WILLIAM DAVIDSON, Michigan State University
JIM GARAFALO, State University of New York
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 116

LEGISLATIVE POLITICS AND THE CRIMINAL LAW

Chair: ALBERT MELONE, Southern Illinois University

Papers:


Discussant: LARRY BERG, University of Southern California

PANEL 117

MILITARY JUSTICE AND CRIMINAL COURT PROCESSES I

Chair: GARY N. KEVELES, University of Missouri - St. Louis

Papers:


3. "General and Special Court-Martials as Tribunals of Continuing Existence: The Balance of Advantage," WAYNE ALLEY, University of Oklahoma

Discussants: JOSEPH B. CONBOY, Texas Tech University, and THOMAS R. TAYLOR, Naval Justice School
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 118

PERSONNEL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE:
POLITICS AND PRACTICES

Chair: GERALD RIGBY, Bowling Green State University

Papers:

1. "The Quota System and Selection and Recruitment," LLOYD BRATZ, Cleveland Police Department
2. "Utilization of Non-Paid Professionals: Pluses and Minuses, +'s and -'s," JOHN FLICKINGER, Bowling Green State University
3. "Women in Law Enforcement in Ohio," CAROLE GARRISON and KEN MCCORMICK, University of Akron
5. "Unions: A Plus or Minus for the Patrolman," HOWARD TRITT, Kent State University

Discussant: GERALD RIGBY, Bowling Green State University

PANEL 119

EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE INTERVENTIONS
IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chair: MITTIE D. SOUTHERLAND, Eastern Kentucky University

Papers:

1. "Evaluation Capacity Building in Pretrial Diversion Services," SERENA SHORES PARTCH and STEVE M. EDWARDS, University of Alaska/Anchorage, and KNOWLTON W. JOHNSON, University of Louisville
2. "Implementation and Outcome in Criminal Justice Innovation," JEFFREY P. MAYER, RAND GOTTSCALK, CRAIG BLAKELY, and DAVID ROITMAN, Michigan State University
4. "Family Interventions with Juvenile Delinquents: Are They Effective?" PAULA KAPLAN, DONALD GORDON, and JACK ARBUTHNOT, Ohio University

Discussant: WILLIAM SELKE, Indiana University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 120

ROUNDTABLE: THE NEW POLICE CORPS

Convenor: LARRY R. BASSI, State University of New York - Brockport

PANEL 121

ORGANIZATIONAL AND POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS IN CORRECTIONS

Chair: ERIKA S. FAIRCHILD, North Carolina State University

Papers:

1. "The Correctional Enterprise," TODD R. CLEAR, Rutgers University, and GEORGE COLE, University of Connecticut


Discussant: HERBERT JACOB, Northwestern University
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 122  

VIOLENCE AND THE POLICE ROLE  

Chair: ALLEN E. WAGNER, University of Missouri - St. Louis  

Papers:  


2. "Police Resentment of the Upper Classes," DAVID J. GIACOPASSI and JERRY R. SPARGER, Memphis State University  

3. "Organizational and Ecological Explanations for Violence Against the Police," ROGER HANDBERG, CHARLES M. UNKOVIC, and JAMES FEURERSTEIN, University of Central Florida  

4. "Citizen Complainants and the Police: An Analysis of Violent Interactions," ALLEN E. WAGNER and SCOTT DECKER, University of Missouri - St. Louis  

Discussant: ROGER B. HANDBERG, University of Central Florida  

PANEL 123  

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS  

Chair: ILYA ZELDES, Criminal Justice Training Center, Pierre, SD  

Papers:  

1. "Minority Group Status and Incarceration in Ten Countries," GILDA MOSS HABER, Montgomery College  


3. "Recent Developments in Corrective Labor Theory and Practice in the USSR," SHERMAN GARNETT, JR., Foreign Broadcast Information Services  


Discussant: GERALD R. GARRETT, University of Massachusetts, Boston
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 124

THE POLICY-MAKING PROCESS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chair: DAVID KALINICH, Michigan State University

Papers:


2. "Health Care, Equity, and Criminogenic Structure," ROBERT P. RHODES, Edinboro University


4. "Social Policy, Stewardship, and Juvenile Corrections: Examining an Impediment to Policy Implementation," JAMES L. TANNER, Wichita State University

Discussant: RALPH BAKER, Ball State University

PANEL 125

INTENSIVE SUPERVISION

Chair: EDWARD LATESSA, University of Cincinnati

Papers:

1. "The Effects of Intensive Supervision on Shock Probationers," EDWARD J. LATESSA, University of Cincinnati, and GENNARO F. VITO, University of Louisville

2. "Intensive Supervision: What is Success and How Can it be Evaluated?" PATRICIA HARDYMAN, Rutgers University


Discussant: NORMAN GREENBERG, Westfield State College
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 126
WHAT LESSONS FROM COMPARISONS?

Chair: RICHARD R. BENNETT, The American University

Papers:


Discussant: ELMER H. JOHNSON, Southern Illinois University

PANEL 127
MILITARY JUSTICE AND CRIMINAL COURT PROCESSES II

Chair: GARY N. KEVELES, University of Missouri - St. Louis

Papers:

1. “Rehearings: A Need for Revision?” JOSEPH B. CONBOY, Texas Tech University


3. “Court Processing and Military Justice: A Cross-Cultural Comparison,” GARY N. KEVELES, University of Missouri - St. Louis

Discussant: GARY N. KEVELES, University of Missouri - St. Louis
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 128

PROBATION AND THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

Chair: JOSEPH L. ROSE, Murray State University

Papers:

1. "A Statistical Approach to Examination of Probation Officers' Beliefs About Incarceration," JOHN F. KOONTZ, The Ohio State University and U.S. District Court


3. "An Interpretive Analysis of the Processing of White Collar Offenders in the Federal Justice System," MICHAEL L. BENSON, Indiana University/Purdue University at Fort Wayne

Discussant: JOSEPH L. ROSE, Murray State University

PANEL 129

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

Chair: CHARLES LINDQUIST, University of Alabama in Birmingham

Papers:

1. "Barriers to Learning for Adult Participants in Criminal Justice Training," JAMES C. STEVENS, Brenau College

2. "Problems of Coordination Between Senior College and Junior College Criminal Justice Programs: The Views From Both Levels," TOM E. SULLENBERGER and DAVID MACKENNA, University of Texas at Arlington


Discussant: MARK POGREBIN, University of Colorado
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 130

IDEOLOGICAL ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

Chair: RONALD BERKMAN, Brooklyn College

Papers:
2. “Neoconservative Criminology: Theory and Practice,” JOHN J. BRODERICK, Stonehill College
3. “Marxism and the Politics of Law and Criminal Justice,” DAVID O. FRIEDRICH, University of Scranton
4. “From City Square to Granite Block: The Polis Transformed,” DONALD GOODMAN, John Jay College
5. “A Review of Cultural and Structural Dilemmas in the United States System of Secondary Controls,” DAVID O’CONNER and DAVID MUSIK, University of Northern Colorado; and JONATHAN H. TURNER, University of California - Riverside

Discussant: CHRIS MARSHALL, University of Nebraska at Omaha

PANEL 131

THE EXPERIENCE OF INCARCERATION

Chair: STAN STOJKOVIC, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Papers:
1. “Incarceration and Perception of Time: The Expandable Present,” DAVID R. WERNER and SHARON K. DAVIS, University of La Verne
3. “The Emerging Problem of Prison Gangs,” REID MONTGOMERY, University of South Carolina
5. “Exit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Prison Organizations Among Prisoners,” STAN STOJKOVIC, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Discussant: KEN POLKY, Gibault School for Boys
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1984, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.

PANEL 132

COURT ADMINISTRATION: ISSUES AND ATTITUDES

Chair: CHARLES R. SWANSON, The University of Georgia

Papers:

1. “Court Clerks, Court Administrators, and Judges: Conflict in Managing the Courts,” G. LARRY MAYS and WILLIAM A. TAGGART, New Mexico State University

2. “Collective Bargaining and Fringe Benefits Among State Court Employees,” ALLEN D. SAPP, Central Missouri State University, and EVE LIEBER, Harris County District Clerk’s Office, Houston, TX

3. “Theory X-Theory Y Attitudes: A Comparison Between Court Personnel and General Managers,” FRANK BARONE and LUCIAN SPATARO, Center for Court Administration, Athens, OH

Discussant: JACK E. CALL, The University of Nebraska at Omaha

---

PANEL 133

MINORITY RECRUITMENT AND EMPLOYMENT IN POLICING

Chair: GREIG L. THOMSON, Western New Mexico University

Papers:

1. “Affirmative Action: Minority Discrimination,” ROBERT M. DOMALEWSKI, University of Louisville

2. “Minority Recruitment and the Police: A National Survey of Police Compliance with Equal Employment Opportunity Goals,” SAMUEL WALKER, University of Nebraska at Omaha

3. “The Impact of Age, Sex, Race, and Education on the Retention of New Recruits Utilizing the FRO Model,” DWIGHT F. JORDEN, Cincinnati Police Department, and GEORGE P. WILSON, University of Cincinnati

Discussant: GREIG W. THOMSON, Western New Mexico University
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.  Registration   Lower Exhibit Hall
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.   Committee Meetings   Red Lacquer Room
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.   Employment Exchange   Lower Exhibit Hall
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.   ACJS Executive Board Meeting   PDR 11
9:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.   Workshop   PDR 1
                     "Problems in Criminal Justice History"
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.   Exhibits Open   Lower Exhibit Hall
11:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.   Plenary Session   Red Lacquer Room
                     Jerome Hall, 1984 ACJS Bruce Smith Sr. Award
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.   Awards Luncheon   State Ballroom
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.   ACJS Business Meeting   Red Lacquer Room

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 134   PDR 4

STATE AND LOWER FEDERAL COURTS:
IDEOLOGY AND POLICY

Chair: MARY CORNELIA PORTER, Barat College

Papers:

1. "Comparing the Conservatism of State and Federal Courts: A Review of the Literature," JACK CALL, University of Nebraska at Omaha

2. "Policy Implications of Federal Court Intervention into Jail Overcrowding: An Analysis of a Midwest Urban County," CHARLES WEBER, ALBERT PRICE, and ELLIS PERLMAN, The University of Michigan - Flint

3. "Activist vs. Restraint Approaches to Due Process," SALLY JO VASICKO, Ball State University

Discussant: MARY CORNELIA PORTER, Barat College
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 135

ETHICAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
IN CRIMINAL COURT PROCESSES

Chair: FREDERICK A. ELLISTON, Illinois Institute of Technology

Papers:

1. "Drunk Driving Plea Bargaining Reforms: Ethical Implications," BRADLEY STEWART CHILTON, The University of Georgia

2. "Individual Rights vs. Social Utility: Fundamental Conflicts Between Fundamental Values," DEAN J. SPADER, University of South Dakota

3. "Two Thoughts on Plea Bargaining," SHANNON M. JORDAN, George Mason University

Discussant: STEPHEN SKOUSGAARD, Hiram College

PANEL 136

POLITICS AND REFORM IN CORRECTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Chair: MARY Q. HAWKES, Rhode Island College

Papers:


4. "The Politics of Increased Funding for Juvenile Justice Programs," RONALD E. SHARP, City of Harrisburg, PA

Discussant: DAVID M. JONES, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 137

SERVICES FOR AND PROCESSING OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS

Chair: ROSE MARY STANFORD, Pan American University

Papers:


2. "Impediments to the Provision of Services to Juvenile Offenders," RONALD E. VOGEL, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

3. "Western Youth Service Center: Blueprint for Secure Treatment," ALIDA V. MERLO, Westfield State College


PANEL 138

PRISON POPULATIONS AND PRISONER MISCONDUCT

Chair: FINN HORNUM, La Salle College

Papers:

1. "Race and Institutional Disposition of Inmate Misconduct," JOHN RAMIREZ, University of Houston - Downtown

2. "Prisoner Misconduct Among Life-Without-Parole Inmates," HAROLD E. WILLIAMSON, Northeast Louisiana University, and JUDY K. THOMAS, Woodland Hills Hospital, West Monroe, LA


Discussant: TIMOTHY FLANAGAN, State University of New York at Albany

106
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 139

ROUNDTABLE: MINORITY RECRUITMENT IN LAW ENFORCEMENT: PROBLEMS AND TRENDS

Participants:

PHILIP RHOADES, Corpus Christi State University
JIM SHORES, Tarlton State University
ERNIE IHERNANDEZ, Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
PEGGY TRIPPLET, Police Foundation, Washington, D.C.
OSWALD GIBBONS, University of Houston, Downtown
JAMES DEMOSS, Topeka Kansas Police Department

PANEL 140

ROUNDTABLE: SO YOU WANT TO FORM AN ACJS SECTION ON CJ EDUCATION – HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY:
A ROUNDTABLE EXPLORING NEEDS, RESOURCES, AND COMMITMENTS

Convenors: MARTIN GREENBERG, Washburn University of Topeka
ROBERT CULBERTSON, Illinois State University
LAWRENCE TRAVIS, III, University of Cincinnati

PANEL 141

CRIMINAL JUSTICE DECISION-MAKING IN ISRAEL

Chair: DONAL E. J. MACNAMARA, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Papers:

1. "Juvenile Delinquency Prevention and Control in Israel," GAD. J. BENSINGER, Loyola University of Chicago

2. "The Impact of Ethnicity on Probation Recommendations and Dispositions in Israel," BEN-ZION COHEN, University of Haifa, and SHULAMIT PALMOR, Adult Probation Service, Haifa


Discussant: ERIC METCHIK, New York City Criminal Justice Agency
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.

PANEL 142  PDR 17

STUDIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE DECISION MAKING

Chair: LYNNE GOODSTEIN, Pennsylvania State University

Papers:
1. “Prosecutorial Discretion and the Disparity of Mandatory Sentencing,” COLIN LOFTIN, University of Maryland, and TIMOTHY S. BYNUM, Michigan State University

Discussant: RAYMOND PATERNOSTER, University of Maryland

PANEL 143  PDR 18

CURRENT ISSUES IN CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS

Chair: MICHAEL J. PALMIOTTO, State University of New York - Brockport

Papers:
1. “Police Officer Testimony in Court: Judges’ Perceptions,” LYLE SHOOK and SAMUEL GREENE, Illinois State University
4. “A Paradigm for Crime and Police Intelligence Analysis,” JAMES R. FARRIS, California State University - Fullerton

Discussant: VERNE H. MCCLURG, Auburn University at Montgomery
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 9:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m.

WORKSHOP

PROBLEMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE HISTORY

Convenor: BRUCE ADAMS, University of Louisville

Participants:

LLOYD BRAITHWAITE, Western Michigan University
CLARICE FEINMAN, Trenton State College
JOHN HEWITT, Ball State University
DAVID SMITH, University of Puget Sound
RICHARD SUTTON, University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse
SARAH RUBIN BLANSHI, Lafayette College
GUIDO RUGGIERO, University of Tennessee

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 144

HISTORICAL ANALYSES OF CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Chair: MARILYN A. CHANDLER, Niagara University

Papers:


Discussant: WALTER GROVES, University of Wisconsin - Green Bay
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 145

PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS PROCESS

Chair: EDWARD A. FARRIS, New Mexico State University

Papers:

1. “Job Stress and Job Satisfaction of Probation Administrators and the Implications for the Future of Probation,” JOHN T. WHITEHEAD, University of Alabama at Birmingham

2. “Probation Officer’s Role Perceptions,” RICHARD A. LAWRENCE, University of Texas at San Antonio

3. “Half-way House: A View From the Inside,” MICHAEL TONY, University of Cincinnati

4. “An Analysis of Inmates in a Local Jail: A Profile of Inmates in Middletown, Ohio,” DONALD W. BOYD, Wilmington College

Discussant: GEORGE P. WILSON, University of Cincinnati

PANEL 146

WORKSHOP ON THE POLITICS OF PRISON SELECTION

Chair: MARTIN GRUBERG, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh

Papers:

1. “The Politics of Prison Site Location in Wisconsin,” MARTIN GRUBERG, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh

2. “Not in my Back Yard: Prisons and the Public (The Politics of Jail and Prison Site Selection in New York City),” JEFFREY KRAUS, Kingsborough Community College

Discussants: RICHARD FLINTROP, Wisconsin Council of Criminal Justice
          DAVID FOGEL, University of Illinois at Chicago
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 147
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE POLICE ROLE

Chair: JOHN A. CONLEY, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

Papers:


2. "Forebearance from the Use of Firearms by British Police," DONALD W. JACKSON, Texas Christian University

Discussant: JOHN A. CONLEY, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

PANEL 148
PROSECUTORS AND DEFENSE ATTORNEYS IN CRIMINAL COURT

Chair: GREGG BARAK, Aurora College

Papers:

1. "Prosecutorial Perception of 'Strength of Evidence' and Its Impact on Decision-making," PAULINE HOULDEN, JOSEPH PETERSON, and JOHN RYAN, University of Illinois - Chicago


Discussant: LEONARD WOJTECKI, Aurora College
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 149 PDR 9

THE POLITICS OF CRIME PREVENTION

Chair: DAN LEWIS, Northwestern University

Papers:


2. "Rejecting Crime Prevention," AARON PODOLEFSKY, University of West Virginia


Discussant: DENNIS ROSENBAUM, Northwestern University

PANEL 150 PDR 11

PROBLEMS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

Chair: J. PRICE FOSTER, University of Louisville

Papers:


2. "Undergraduate Criminal Justice Education: Solidifying a Place in a University Curriculum," LUCIEN X. LOMBARDO, Old Dominion University

3. "Business as Usual: Where's the Quality in 'Justice' Education?" ERNEST L. COWLES, Northeast Missouri State University

4. "Defining the Purposes of Criminal Justice Programs in Higher Education," ROGER D. THOMPSON, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Discussant: TOM NICHOLSON, Jacksonville State University
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 10:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m.

PANEL 151

THE SOCIAL-POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM

Chair: MARGARET PLATT JENDREK, Miami University of Ohio

Papers:

1. "Repeal of the Marital Rape Exemption: Progress or Placebo," R. JON FARRAR and MARILYN MCSHAÑE, Sam Houston State University

2. "Legal Culture: Centralization's Impact on Disposition Decisions," MARGARET PLATT JENDREK, Miami University of Ohio


Discussant: VICKI SCHNEIDER, Southern Illinois University

PANEL 152

FIELD STUDIES OF YOUTHFUL CRIME

Chair: PAUL J. GOLDSTEIN, Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., NY

Papers:

1. "Delinquent's Perspectives on the Role of the Victim in the Crime Event," MARGRET M. KSANDER and JULIA LOUGHLIN, Syracuse University, and BRUCE JOHNSON, Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc., NY

2. "Adolescent's Perspectives on the Relationship Between Drug/Alcohol Use and Crime," JULIA LOUGHLIN, CELIA A. KAMPS, and BARRY GLASSNER, Syracuse University

3. "Youth's Reasons for Vandalism, Theft, and Personal Violence," MARGRET KSANDER and BARRY GLASSNER, Syracuse University, and BRUCE BERG, Florida State University

Discussant: WAYNE WIEBEL, Illinois Dangerous Drug Commission
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

PLENARY SESSION

Red Lacquer Room

AN OCTOGENARIAN’S REFLECTIONS
ON CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINOLOGY

Convenor: JEROME HALL, 1984 ACJS Bruce Smith Sr. Award

FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 153

WOMEN AS VICTIMS OF CRIME

Chair: PAT GILMARTIN-ZENA, Youngstown State University

Papers:
1. “Immediate Reactions to Rape,” PAT GILMARTIN-ZENA, Youngstown State University
2. “The Prostitute as Victim,” GILDA MOSS HABER, Montgomery College
3. “Receiving Obscene Telephone Calls,” LEONARD SAVITZ, Temple University
4. “Rape and the Devalued Victim,” DAVID J. GIACOPASSI and KAREN R. WILKINSON, Memphis State University
5. “Forcible Rape: Myths and Myth Making,” JEFF SCHRINK and JIM LEBEAU, Indiana State University

Discussant: JILL LESLIE ROSEBAUM, Cal State University - Fullerton
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 154

CONCEPTIONS AND MISCONCEPTIONS
OF CRIME AND CRIMINALS

Chair: SHIRLEEN HOWARD, Kent State University

Papers:

1. “Public Perceptions of Criminal Offenders,” VICKI CASTELLUCCIO
   University of Cincinnati

   HOWARD, Kent State University

3. “Two Kinds of Crime and What to do About Them,” IRA SMOLENSKY,
   Wabash College

   JOHN F. WOZNIAK, Western Illinois University, and FRANCIS
   CULLEN, University of Cincinnati

PANEL 155

PUNISHMENT AND COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Chair: CHRIS W. ESKRIDGE, University of Nebraska at Omaha

Papers:

   Services in a Legal Aid Society,” JANET ADES, Social Work Bureau,
   Mineola, NY, and BROOKE SPIRO, Adelphi University

2. “Just Deserts in the Community: Application of the Justice Model
   to Community Corrections,” IRA BLALOCK, U.S. Parole Commission

   in the Reform of Sentencing Policy,” JOHN LOMBARDI, University
   of Nevada, Reno

Discussant: KAREN E. GILBERT, Western Illinois University
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 156

THE POLITICS OF COMMUNITY-BASED POLICING

Chair: GREIG W. THOMSON, Western New Mexico University

Papers:
1. "Foot Patrol and Community Based Policing," ROBERT C. TROJANO-WICZ, Michigan State University
2. "Foot Patrol and Community-Based Policing," GEORGE KELLING, Harvard University
4. "Police Patrol Styles: How Pervasive is Community Variation?" M. STEVEN MEAGHER, Ball State University

Discussant: GREIG W. THOMSON, Western New Mexico University

PANEL 157

ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION II

Chair: DEANNA BUCKLEY, Simon Fraser University

Papers:
3. "Observations Regarding the Relations of Criminal Justice Educators to Advisory Boards in Policy Formations," TED HEIM, Washburn University of Topeka
5. "Police Report Writing: A Point of View," ROBERT C. LEVIE and LOU BALLARD, Southeastern Louisiana University

Discussant: DAVID M. JONES, University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 158

MISDEMEANOR COURT PROCESSES

Chair: MICHAEL BAN, The University of Texas at El Paso

Papers:


2. "Fines and Other Sentences: Policy Issues and Research Questions," BARRY MAHONEY, Institute for Court Management

3. "Fiscal Constraints and Local Criminal Court Sentences," ANTHONY RAGONA and JOHN PAUL RYAN, University of Illinois at Chicago

Discussant: TBA

PANEL 159

ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF CRIME AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Chair: PAUL J. GOLDSTEIN, Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse

Papers:

1. "Living Hard in the City: A Portrait of Ten Young 'Hustlers'," KEVIN ANDERSON, ERIC WISH, BRUCE JOHNSON, DAVID STRUG, and TOM MILLER, Interdisciplinary Research Center, NY


4. "Hustling to Survive: The Role of Drugs, Alcohol, and Crime in the Life of Street Hustlers," DAVID STRUG, "STEVIE B.", ERIC WISH, BRUCE JOHNSON, TOM MILLER, and KEVIN ANDERSON, Interdisciplinary Research Center, NY

Discussant: PAUL J. GOLDSTEIN, Office of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1984, 2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.

PANEL 160

SPOUSE ABUSE AND ABUSE OF THE ELDERLY

Chair: LINDA B. LENGYEL, Trenton State College

Papers:

1. "Abuse of the Elderly—Where Does it Fit in the Criminal Justice System," LINDA B. LENGYEL, Trenton State College

2. "Analysis of the Dynamics of Spouse Abuse Programs: Theory or Socialization?" ROSE MARY STANFORD, Pan American University, and JOHN FULLER, West Georgia College


Discussant: JANE TOTMAN, California State Polytechnic University

PANEL 161

VARIANT SEXUALITY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Chairs: LYLE SHOOK, Illinois State University
        RANSOM WHITTLE, Colorado State University

Papers:


2. "The Investigation of Rare Female Autoerotic Death," LYLE SHOOK, Illinois State University, and WILLIAM SULLIVAN, DeKalb County Coroner, DeKalb, IL


4. "The Investigation of Sexual Rectal Fist Insertion and Rare Cases of Death That May Result From Such Behavior," LYLE SHOOK, Illinois State University; RANSOM WHITTLE, Colorado State University; and EARL ROSE, University of Iowa

Discussant: MICHAEL PALMIGOTTO, State University of New York - Brockport
WOMEN, CRIME, AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE:
STUDENT SESSION III

Chair: EDDYTH P. FORTUNE, Illinois State University

Papers:


2. "Campus House: A Group Home for Pre-Delinquent Girls," ANGIE SANFORD and KATHIE MALONE, Kearney State College


4. "Conflict Theory as it Relates to Violence Against Women," KAREN MASON, Northern Illinois University

5. "Women in the System: Prisoners, Practitioners, and Victims," STEPHANIE COLE and MARY MURRAY, Loyola University of Chicago


Discussant: EDDYTH P. FORTUNE, Illinois State University

CRIMINAL JUSTICE POLITICS ALSO AFFECTS WOMEN

Chair: CLARICE FEINMAN, Trenton State College

Papers:

1. "Go to Jail: The Plight of the Mentally Ill Woman Offender," HANK MUSK, Division of Correction, Baltimore, MD


Discussant: CLARICE FEINMAN, Trenton State College
PUBLICATIONS
now available from the Joint Commission

The Criminal Justice Doctorate:
A Study of Doctoral Programs in the United States
by George T. Felkenes
$1.50

The Productivity of Criminology and Criminal Faculty
by Matthew R. DeZee
$1.50

Syllabus Design and Construction in Criminal Justice Education
By Robert G. Culbertson and Adam F. Carr
$1.50

A Heuristic Model of Criminology and Criminal Justice
by Marvin Zalman
$1.50

The Study of Ethics in Criminology and Criminal Justice Curricula
by Lawrence W. Sherman
$1.50

Two Views of Criminology and Criminal Justice:
Definitions, Trends, and the Future
by John P. Conrad and Richard Myren
$1.50

Crime Related Education:
Faculty Roles, Values and Expectations
by Jack R. Greene, Timothy S. Bynum and Vincent J. Webb
$3.50

The Literature of Higher Education in
Criminology and Criminal Justice:
An Annotated Bibliography
by Carolyn Johnson
$4.75

Professionalism Among Criminal Justice Educators
by Robert M. Regoli and Andrew W. Miracle, Jr.
$1.50

Academic Disciplines and Debates:
An Essay on Criminal Justice and Criminology as
Professions in Higher Education
by Frank T. Morn
$1.50

Order from the Joint Commission on Criminology
and Criminal Justice Education and Standards,
University of Illinois at Chicago
Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680
Announcing... 

1985 ANNUAL MEETING 

ACADEMY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES 

March 31 – April 4, 1985 
MGM Grand Hotel 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

THEME: 
JUSTICE AND SOCIETY: CRIME AND CULTURE 

Persons interested in participating should write for an abstract format to: 
Tim Bynum, 1985 Program Chair 
Michigan State University 
Criminal Justice 
East Lansing, MI 48824